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CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION

1.1 GRAPH DRAWING
Visualizations of hierarchical structures are only useful to the degree that the associated
diagrams convey information to the people that use them. A good diagram helps the readers
understand the system, but a poor diagram can be confusing [1] . Trees are a common method of
representing a hierarchically organized structure. In computer science, trees are used in such areas
as searching, compiling, and database systems. In non-computer applications, they are commonly
used to construct organizational charts or to illustrate biological classifications [2].
A graph drawing is described using the mathematical concept of a graph. A graph consists
of vertices representing an entity or object and edges connecting vertices representing a relation
between two objects. The generation of drawings of trees finds many applications, such as software
engineering (program nesting trees, object-oriented class hierarchies), business administration
(organization charts), decision support systems (activity trees), artificial intelligence (knowledgerepresentation isa hierarchies), logic programming (SLD-trees), website design and browsing
(structure of a website), biology (evolutionary trees), and chemistry (molecular drawings) [1].
In this thesis, tree drawing algorithms are the main part of the work. Actual details of the
implementation of the binary and general tree algorithms have been introduced. Programming
work has been done by graphics methods in the java programming language.
1.2 CONTENTS OF CHAPTERS
In chapter 2, we state some graph drawing basics and give the definition of the most used
drawing conventions and aesthetics for drawing trees. In chapter 3, we present the naïve drawing
algorithm for general trees, and its implementation details. In chapter 4, we explain the recursive
1

algorithm for binary trees. In chapter 5, we explain the implementation and the details for the node
position algorithm for general trees. In chapter 6, we address an ordered preserving planar straight
line drawing of ordered trees algorithm that is called BT-Ordered-Draw with fixed spine, and the
implementations details in Jedit. In chapter 7, we explain planarity drawing algorithm, and its
implementation. We conclude with a summary of this thesis in chapter 8.
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CHAPTER TWO
GRAPH DRAWING BASICS AND (GUI) FOR GRAPH THEORY.
This chapter introduces the terminology regarding graph drawing. Drawing conventions,
aesthetics and constraints have been described to be parameters for drawing algorithms. They all
have rules and some of these rules are in a competitive relationship as listed below. All details in
this chapter are based on [1].
2.1 DRAWING CONVENTIONS
A drawing convention is a basic rule that a drawing must satisfy to be admissible [1]. A
list of the most used drawing conventions for drawing trees and their significance is given below:
POLYLINE DRAWINGS
A polyline drawing [1] is a drawing in which each edge is drawn as a connected sequence
of one or more line segments, where the meeting point of consecutive line segments is called a
bend (as shown in figure 1(a)).
ORTHOGONAL DRAWINGS
An orthogonal drawing [1] is a drawing in which edges are sequences of alternating
horizontal and vertical line segments (as shown in figure 1(b)).
UPWARD AND NON-UPWARD DRAWINGS
An upward drawing [1] is defined as a drawing where no child is placed higher in the ycoordinate than its parent (as shown in figure 1(a), (c)). A non-upward drawing is a drawing that
is not upward (as shown in figure 1(b), (d)).
GRID DRAWINGS
A grid drawing [1] is a drawing where vertices or other elements such as edges and bends
have to be placed on grid points (integer coordinates).
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PLANAR DRAWINGS
A planar drawing [1] is a drawing in which edges do not cross each other in the drawing.
For example, the drawings (a), (b), and (c) in Figure1 represent planar drawings, and the drawing
(d) is a non-planar drawing. Planar drawings are generally easier to understand than non-planar
drawings (drawings with edge-crossings).
STRAIGHT-LINE DRAWINGS
A straight-line drawing [1] is a drawing in which edges are drawn as straight line segments.
It is natural to draw each edge of a tree as a straight-line between its end-nodes. Straight-line
drawings are easier to understand than polyline drawings. The drawings must have no edge
crossings. That means they should be planar drawings and should have no edge-bends, and they
should be straight-line drawings.

4

Figure 1: Different kinds of drawing conventions for drawing trees.
(a) Polyline, (b) orthogonal, (c) straight-line, (d) non-planar. The drawings that represented in
Figures (a) and (c) are upward drawings, where the drawings shown in Figures (b) and (d) are
not upward drawings. A shaded circle represents the root of the tree, where other black circles

2. 2 DRAWING AESTHETICS
Aesthetics define properties of a drawing that we would like to apply, as much as possible,
to achieve a drawing with good readability and pleasant aesthetic character. Similarly, to drawing
conventions, aesthetics refer to the entire graph. Aesthetics are quite naturally related to
optimization problems such as maximizing or minimizing a certain property of the graph as
represented in the drawing. Most of the tree drawing algorithms concentrate on drawing trees in
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as small an area as possible with user-controlled aspect ratio. Some of the most important aesthetics
of drawing trees are given below [1]:
CROSSINGS
The crossing is defined as the minimization of the number of edge-to-edge crossings. A
crossing is between two edges. We do not allow drawings where three or more edges cross at a
point.
AREA
The area of a grid drawing is specified as the number of grid points contained in its
enclosing rectangle. Drawing with small area can be well drawn with grater resolution on a fixedarea.
ASPECT RATIO
The aspect ratio of a grid drawing is defined as the ratio of the length of the shortest side
to the length of the largest side of its enclosing rectangle. An aspect ratio is considered optimal if
it is equal to 1.
SUBTREE SEPARATION
To define the subtree separation for a tree such T. Suppose we have T[v] as the subtree
rooted at node v of tree T. If for any two node-disjoint subtrees T[u] and T[v], the enclosing
rectangles of the drawings for both do not overlap with each other.
CLOSEST LEAF
The closest leaf is defined as the smallest distance between the root in the tree and a leaf
in the drawing.
FARTHEST LEAF
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The farthest leaf is defined as the largest distance between the root in the tree and a leaf in
the drawing.
The aesthetics closest leaf and the farthest leaf use to determine whether the algorithms
place leaves close or far from the root.
SIZE
The longest side of the smallest rectangle with horizontal and vertical sides covering the
drawing.
TOTAL EDGE LENGTH
The sum of the lengths of the edges in the drawing.
AVERAGE EDGE LENGTH
The average of the lengths of the edges in the drawing.
MAXIMUM EDGE LENGTH
The maximum among the lengths of the edges in the drawing.
It is widely accepted [1] that small values of the size, total edge length, average edge length,
and maximum edge length are related to the supposed aesthetic appeal and visual effectiveness of
the drawing.
UNIFORM EDGE LENGTH
The variance of the edge lengths in the drawing. When considering the length of edges,
edge length should be minimized to reduce the area of the graph and an attempt made to minimize
the maximum edge length [3]. That contributes to generating uniform edge lengths to produce a
graph with greater regularity.
ANGULAR RESOLUTION
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The smallest angle formed by two edges incident on the same node i.e. the smallest angle
formed by any pair of crossing edges [4].
SYMMETRY
Visual identification of symmetries in the drawing. From a geometric point of view, axial
symmetry in a graph drawing maybe determined simply by considering a single axis and the
mirrored correspondence of the nodes and edges on either side [5]. This would produce a binary
indication of whether the drawing is symmetric or not.
2. 3 DRAWING CONSTRAINTS
Constraints are defined as the rules that refer to specific parts of the graph or drawing. For
example, vertices of a subgraph may have special semantic meaning and should be placed at a
specific relative position in the drawing. Some constraints which are often found in practice are:
CLUSTER: A set of vertices [6] should be placed close together.
CENTER: A set of vertices [6] should be placed near the center of the drawing.
FLOW: A given set of edges should be drawn in a specific direction.
2.4 JEDIT (A JAVA EDITOR FOR GRAPH VISUALIZATION AND GRAPH ALGORITHM
IMPLEMENTATION)
This graphical user interface (GUI) for graph theory is designed and developed by Dr. Jay
Bagga and his students. JEdit can be used as a learning and educational tool to draw graphs and
implement graph algorithms. It includes many algorithms such as Breadth-First Search (BFS),
Depth-First Search (DFS), Prim's Minimum Spanning Tree and other algorithms. It also includes
a library of a special graphs such as dodecahedron, cycle, wheel and complete bipartite graph. It
has a framework window with a toolbar that has file, edit, insert, format, operations, algorithm,
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window and help. Each of these tools have specific properties that can be used to study graph
properties by the user’s requirements. This system can also be used to study applications.
In JEdit, the input data are provided by the mouse. The outputs are graphs displayed on
screen as well as in text window. Multiple instances of the application can be run by cloning a
window. A user can draw any graph that they want by clicking on the node button and then
connecting the nodes together by using edge buttons. In addition, they can add new algorithms
from file and then select new algorithm. In this system, the adding algorithm are provided by the
name, the description, and the type of the algorithm. The name of the algorithm must be written
without any spaces. The algorithm has four types such as automatic, one click, two click and text
input. In the following chapters, we implement many algorithms that can show how this (GUI)
works. The framework is shown below in Figure 2:

Figure 2: The framework window of JEdit.
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CHAPTER THREE
A NAÏVE TREE DRAWING ALGORITHM
All details in this chapter are based on [7]. This algorithm determines the positions of the
nodes for an arbitrary general tree. The positioning, specified in x, y coordinates, minimizes the
width of the tree. A general tree may have an unlimited number of children per node. This
algorithm operates in time O(N), where N is the number of nodes in the tree. The main important
aesthetics that are used in this algorithm are given below:


Aesthetic 1: Nodes of a tree at the same height should lie along a straight line (the levels
should be parallel).



Aesthetic 2: Tree drawings should occupy as little width as possible (the height of a tree
drawing is fixed by the tree itself). The height of a node is the number of branches between
that node and the root. If trees are to be drawn as shown below in Figure 3, the height of a
node can be used to determine its y-coordinate. The first problem is to find the height of
each node. If node height or tree height is not known, any tree walk which visits fathers
before sons can be used to find either.

Pseudocode for naïve tree drawing algorithm:
Input: Graph (V, E) where V is the set of the vertices and E is the set of the
edges in the graph.
Output: The x and y coordinates of each vertex are set so that the tree is
positioned with as narrow a width as possible. We assume that the height and
the width of each node has been correctly set by using the aesthetics that were
described above.
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If the Graph (V, E), is a tree do the following:
{
- Find the root of the tree by clicking a node.
-Find the number of the vertices in each level in the tree and store them in
an array A.
-Find the height of the tree.
-Find the largest number of the vertices in any level of the tree.
-Calculate the height for the vertices in each level by using the following
equation:
-Height= HFW/ HT;
Where HFW is the height of the computer screen, and HT is the height of
the tree.
-Calculate the width for the vertices in each level by using the following
equation:
-Width= WFW/LN;
Where WFW is the width of the framework (computer screen), LN is the
largest number of the vertices in any level of the tree.
-Position. y-coordinate

Height;

-Position. x- coordinate

Width;

While (an array A is not empty) do
{
Position. y+=Height;
Current level++;
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Width= WFW/LN;
For (each vertex in one level) do
{
Position. x- coordinate

Width

Move vertex (a vertex in the array, Position (new x and y
coordinates));
Position. x+=Width;// the x- coordinate for nodes in the same level
is

changeable.
}// end for

}// end while
}// end if
Else
Stop the algorithm // the graph is not a tree.

Node-positioning algorithms are concerned only with the determination of the xcoordinates of the nodes. As we mentioned above, y-coordinates can be determined from its level
in the tree, due to Aesthetic 1 and the convention of providing a uniform vertical separation
between consecutive levels. This algorithm uses positioning concepts (i.e. moving a node moves
all its descendants if it has any). The entire subtree is thus treated as a rigid unit. A general tree is
positioned by building it up recursively from its leaves toward its root.
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Figure 3: The input of the naïve tree drawing algorithm for general tree.

Figure 4: The output of the naïve tree drawing algorithm.
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This figure represents the input of the naïve tree drawing algorithm. A general tree is a tree
with one root and hierarchical connections from the root to its branches. No node may have more
than one parent [8] . Each node in a general tree can have an unlimited number of branches. A
general tree is also known as an m-ary tree, since each node can have m offspring (where m is 0
or more) [2].
Regarding this algorithm, we can clearly notice that all the nodes in the same level have
the same height. That means the nodes in the same level have the same y-coordinate which satisfies
the first aesthetic. The width of the tree depends on the x-coordinate. So, the branches of each
node should have a straight line from the very beginning of the x-coordinate unless no other node
come before it. As shown above in Figure 4, the second node in level 3 has a child that starts from
the beginning of x-coordinate because there is no other node before it. So, all the node in the same
level should have the same distance as shown in the output of this algorithm.
3.1 THE IMPLEMENTATION OF NAÏVE TREE DRAWING ALGORITHM.
We have implemented this algorithm in the (GUI) JEdit. First, the root is selected by
clicking a node. Then, the algorithm checks any drawing graph if it is a tree by using the
characteristics of the tree. The graph should be connected (i.e. has one component). The number
of edges should equal to (n-1), where n is the number of vertices in the graph. If a graph is not a
tree, it will show an error message as the graph that you draw is not a tree.
Then, we find the level of each node by using two array lists, and find the adjacent vertices
to the root and put them in the first array list. Then, we discover the second level nodes by checking
the adjacent vertices to the vertices in level one which are stored in the first array list. After that,
we clear the first array list and transfer the nodes from the second array list to the first array, and
repeatedly unlit we have done with all nodes in the tree. This helps to discover the height of the
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tree. The height of the tree helps to calculate the y- coordinate by dividing the height of the visible
area (i.e. the height of the frame work) by the height of the tree. The x- coordinate can be calculated
by dividing the width of the visible area (i.e. the width of the framework) into many parts
depending on the largest number of the nodes in a one level of the entire tree. The y- coordinate is
identical for the nodes in the same level but the x- coordinate is changeable. We move each node
with the new position which means the position both x-, y- coordinates. Then, we continue adding
the part of the width that we are divided to the x-coordinate in the nodes in one levels. By the way,
we add the part of the height that we are calculated to the y-coordinate once in each level because
all the nodes in one level have the same height. The input and the output of the algorithm will be
shown below in Figure 5 and 6 respectively:

Figure 5: The input of naïve tree drawing algorithm in JEdit.
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Figure 6: The output of naïve tree drawing algorithm in JEdit.
We provide other examples of naïve tree algorithm with edge coloring algorithm as
shown in Figure 7 and 8.

Figure 7: Naïve tree drawing with edge coloring algorithm.
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The details of the output of the algorithm are given below:
Starting NaiveTreeDrawingAndEdgeColoring Algorithm.
This graph is a tree.
The vertices: [1, 2, 15, 16, 20] are in level (1).
There are (5) vertices in level (1) .
The vertices: [3, 4, 19, 21, 6, 7, 14, 17, 18, 5, 12] are in level (2) .
There are:(11) vertices in level (2) .
The vertices: [8, 23, 9, 10, 24, 22, 13, 26, 11, 25, 27, 28, 29] are in level (3) .
There are:(13) vertices in level (3) .
Total edge coloring = 5
Finished NaiveTreeDrawingAndEdgeColoring Algorithm.
**********************************************************
17

An error message will appear when a user draws a graph that is not a tree. The details of the
output will be shown below:
*********************************************************
Starting NaiveTreeDrawingAndEdgeColoring Algorithm.
This graph is not a tree because it is not connected.
Finished NaiveTreeDrawingAndEdgeColoring Algorithm.
***********************************************************
It is also a one click algorithm which means a user can choose any node as a root and the tree
will be drawn nicely based on the algorithm’s aesthetics.
The source code of this algorithm is provided in the Appendix A.
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CHAPTER FOUR
RECURSIVE ALGORITHM FOR BINARY TREES
A binary tree is made of nodes, where each node contains a left reference, a right reference,
and a data element [9]. The topmost node in the tree is called the root. Every node (except the root)
in a tree is connected by a directed edge from exactly one other node. This node is called the parent.
On the other hand, each node can be connected to zero, one or two nodes, called children. A node
with no children is called a leaf, or external node. A node which is not a leaf is called an internal
node. Nodes with the same parent are called siblings. A full binary tree is a binary tree in which
each node has exactly zero or two children. A complete binary tree is a binary tree, where each
node has left and right children.
4.1 DESCRIPTION AND ANALYSIS OF THE ALGORITHM
The basic task of drawing a tree is the assignment of x and y coordinates to each node of
the tree to generate a drawing of the binary tree. There are four aesthetics for this algorithm:


Aesthetic 1: All the nodes in the same level of tree should lie along straight lines, and this
straight lines should be parallel.



Aesthetic 2: The left child should lie to the left of its father and the right child should be
in the right.



Aesthetic 3: The father should be centered over its sons.



Aesthetic 4: A tree and its mirror image should produce drawings that are reflections of
one another.
Moreover, a subtree should be drawn the same way regardless of where it occurs in
the tree [10]. We introduce the pseudocode for recursive algorithm for binary tree below.
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Pseudocode for recursive algorithm for binary tree:
Input: Graph (V, E) where V is the set of the vertices and E is the set of the
edges in the graph.
Output: The x and y coordinates of each vertex are set so that the tree is
positioned with as narrow a width as possible. We assume that the height and
the width of each node has been correctly set by using the aesthetics that were
described above.
If the Graph (V, E), is a tree do the following:
{
- Choose the root by clicking a node.
-Find the number of the vertices in each level in the tree and store
them in an array A.
-Find the height of the tree.
-Calculate the height for the vertices in each level by using the
following equation:
-Height= HFW/ HT;
Where HFW is the height of the computer screen, and HT is the height
of the tree.
-Calculate the width for the vertices in each level by using the
following equation:
-Width= WFW/(2)(CL) +1;
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Where WFW is the width of the computer screen, and CL is the
current level.
-Position. y-coordinate
-Position. x- coordinate

Height;
Width;

While (an array A is not empty) do
{
Position. y+=Height;
Current level++;
Width= WFW/(2) (CL) +1;
For (each vertex in one level) do
{
Position. x- coordinate

Width

Move vertex (a vertex in the array, position (new x and y
coordinates));
Position. x+=Width;// the x- coordinate for nodes in the
same level is changeable.
}// end for
}// end while
}// end if
Else
Stop the algorithm // the graph is not a tree.
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The technique of this algorithm is like the previous algorithm in several ways: Aesthetics
1, 2, and 3 are satisfied, parents are visited after children so that they may be centered over them,
and empty subtrees are moved as in naïve algorithm. The essential difference is that mirror image
trees produce mirror image drawings and a subtree is drawn identically wherever it occurs.
Aesthetic placements of trees may require wider than necessary subtrees. The algorithm can
produce drawings on n-node trees that are Θ(n) times as wide as necessary [10]. The problem can
be reduced in polynomial time to linear programming which is a method to achieve the best
solution [11]. Hence, if the coordinates assigned to the nodes are continuous variables (i.e.
a variable that has an infinite number of possible values) , then the problem can be solved in
polynomial time. This algorithm produces very pleasing drawings in general. However, Supowit
and Reingold [11]have shown that determining the minimum width under these aesthetics is NPhard.
The input of this algorithm is a binary tree that each node has two children as a maximum.
That means each node should have no more than two children where each has no more than three
degrees.

Figure 9: A binary tree as an input of recursive algorithm for binary tree
22

Figure 10: The output of recursive algorithm for binary tree.

The output of this algorithm applies the four aesthetics that introduced above. All the nodes
in the same level of the tree lie along straight lines, and these straight lines are parallel which
applies Aesthetic1. The left child lie to the left of its father and the right child be in the right. This
applies Aesthetic2. Each parent is centered above its children. This tree and its mirror image
produce drawings that are reflections of one another.
4.2 IMPLEMENTATION OF RECURSIVE ALGORITHM FOR BINARY TREES
We have implemented this binary drawing algorithm in our (GUI) JEdit. This algorithm is
a one click algorithm which means a user can choose any node as a root during running this
algorithm. It has many features. First, it checks the input graph is a binary tree. The graph should
be connected and has (n-1) edges where n is the number of vertices. Also, a graph should have
each the node with degree no more than three. If all these conditions are achieved, then this graph
23

has the characteristics of the binary tree. If one of these conditions is not accomplished, an error
message is displayed depending on each situation. Either this graph is not a binary tree because it
has more than three degrees or the graph has a cycle. If the graph is a binary tree, then it will be
drawn based on the algorithm’s aesthetics.
First, the root is selected by clicking a node. Then, this algorithm will start recursively
discovering the nodes in which level they are, it finds the height of the tree. Then, it divides the
height of the framework by the height of the tree. It also, divides the width of the visible area by
2(current level) +1. The width and the height are both represent the x and y coordinates. Then, it
continues adding the width together in the same level to find the x- coordinate of the nodes in one
level. It will add the height once in each level because all the nodes in the same level have the
same height. We provide the input and the output of this algorithm as we implemented in the (GUI)
JEdit as shown below in Figure 11 and Figure 12 respectively.

Figure 11: The input of recursive algorithm for binary tree in JEdit.
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Figure 12: The output of recursive algorithm for binary tree in JEdit.

The input is shown in Figure 11. When the user clicks any node, the tree will be drawn as
in Figure 12, and the outcome of counting the levels is shown below as the output from JEdit.
Checking for binary tree are provided, and the nodes in which level they are positioned.
Starting RecursiveAlgorithmForBinaryTrees.
This graph is a binary tree
The vertices: [1, 2] are in level (1).
There are (2) vertices in level (1).
The vertices: [3, 4, 5, 6] are in level (2).
There are:(4) vertices in level (2).
The vertices: [7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14] are in level (3).
There are:(8) vertices in level (3).
The vertices: [15, 29, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 45, 25, 46, 26, 27] are in level (4).
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There are:(16) vertices in level (4).
The vertices: [30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 28, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44] are in level (5).
There are:(16) vertices in level (5).
Finished RecursiveAlgorithmForBinaryTrees.

Figure 13: The output of the algorithm with an error message 1.

The error message in Figure 13 explains that this graph is not a binary tree because it has
two components. The output from the JEdit is shown below:
**********************************************************
Starting RecursiveAlgorithmForBinaryTrees.
This graph is not a binary tree because it is not connected, and has 2 components.
Finished RecursiveAlgorithmForBinaryTrees.
************************************************************************
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The second error message explains that this graph is not a binary tree because it has a
cycle. The output from the JEdit is shown below in Figure 14:
**********************************************************
Starting RecursiveAlgorithmForBinaryTrees.
This graph is not a binary tree because it has a cycle.
Finished RecursiveAlgorithmForBinaryTrees.
************************************************************************

Figure 14: The output of recursive algorithm for binary trees with an error message 2.

The third error message in Figure 15 describes that the user cannot choose this node as a
root because it has more than two degrees.
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Figure 15: The output of recursive algorithm for binary trees with an error message 3.

The output from the JEdit is shown below:
Starting RecursiveAlgorithmForBinaryTrees.
This graph is a binary tree
But you cannot make this node that you clicked as a root because it has more than two degrees.
Finished RecursiveAlgorithmForBinaryTrees.
***********************************************************
The source code of recursive algorithm for binary tree is provided in the appendices (Appendix
B).
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CHAPTER FIVE
A NODE - POSITIONING ALGORITHM FOR GENERAL TREES
This algorithm addresses the problem of drawing tree structures. Trees are a common
method of representing a hierarchically-organized structure [8]. In computer science trees are used
in many search applications where data is constantly entering such as the map and set objects in
many languages libraries. As we mentioned above in earlier chapters, the key point in tree
drawings are deciding where to place each node of the trees. This task is accomplished by node
positioning algorithm for general trees which calculates the x-, y- coordinates for every node of
the tree. Also, it employs the aesthetics that we have introduced in the previous chapters. It
provides the most desirable positioning for all general trees. This algorithm focuses on general
trees which are rooted, directed trees, that is, trees with a root and hierarchical connection from
the root to its descendants. Each node except the root has a unique parent, and the root has no
parent. A general tree is a rooted tree in which a node can have any number of children. It is also
known as an m- ary tree, since each node can have up to m children (where m represents 0 or more
nodes). The general tree drawing algorithms have one common problem: their drawings on high
degree trees produce many small angles, which makes it difficult to distinguish edges [12].
5.1 DESCRIPTION AND ANALYSIS OF THE ALGORITHM
Node positioning algorithm for general trees satisfies some aesthetic rules. There are
similarities between this algorithm and recursive algorithm for binary trees we described in chapter
four. There are four aesthetics for this algorithm:


Aesthetic 1: The nodes at the same level of the tree should lie along a straight line, and
the straight lines defining the levels should be parallel.
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Aesthetic 2: The tree drawings should reside in as little width as possible (the height of a
tree drawing is fixed by the tree itself).



Aesthetic 3: The parent should be centered over its offspring.



Aesthetic 4: A tree and its mirror image should produce drawings that are reflections of
one another. Moreover, a subtree should be drawn the same way regardless of where it
occurs in the tree.

We address pseudocode for this algorithm as shown below.
Pseud code for node positioning algorithm for general trees
Input: Graph (V, E) where V is the set of the vertices and E is the set of the edges in the graph.
Output: The x and y coordinates of each vertex are set so that the tree is positioned with as
narrow a width as possible. We assume that the height and the width of each node has been
correctly set by using the aesthetics that were described above.
If the Graph (V, E), is a tree do the following:
{
- Select the root by clicking a node.
-Find the number of the vertices in each level in the tree and store them in an array A.
-Find the height of the tree.
-Find the largest degree of the vertices in the tree.
-Calculate the height for the vertices in each level by using the following equation:
-Height= HFW/ HT;
Where HFW is the height of the computer screen, and HT is the height of the tree.
-Calculate the width for the vertices in each level by using the following equation:
-Width= WFW/(LD-1)(CL) +1;
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Where WFW is the width of the computer screen, LD is the largest degree of the vertices
in the tree, and CL is the current level.
-Position. y-coordinate
-Position. x- coordinate

Height;
Width;

While (an array A is not empty) do
{
Position. y+=Height;
Current level++;
Width= WFW/(LD-1) (CL) +1;
For (each vertex in one level) do
{
Position. x- coordinate

Width

Move vertex (a vertex in the array, position (new x and y coordinates));
Position. x+=Width; // the x- coordinate for nodes in the same level is
changeable.
}// end for
}// end while
}// end if
Else
Stop the algorithm // the graph is not a tree.

This algorithm develops the concept of building subtrees as rigid units, when a node is
moved, all its descendants are also moved. A general tree is positioned by building it up recursively
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from its leaves toward its root. This allows the simple moving of a large subtree and allows the
algorithm to operate in time O(n). Sibling nodes (i.e. nodes that have the same parent) are always
separated from one another by at least a predefined minimal distance (the sibling separation) [2].
Also, the children of the sibling nodes should lie a long straight line. That applies the first aesthetic
which is the nodes in the same level should positioned in a straight line. The input and the output
of the algorithm are introduced below in Figure16 and 17 respectably:

Figure 16: the input of the node positioning algorithm for general trees
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Figure 17: the output of the node positioning algorithm for general trees.

5.2 IMPLEMENTATION OF NODE POSITIONING ALGORITHM FOR GENERAL
TREES:
We have implemented this algorithm in JEdit. First, this algorithm checks if the input graph
is a tree by applying two conditions which are the characteristics of the tree. We use the condition
to check if the graph has (n-1) edges, where n is the number of the nodes. We find an edge between
two adjacent nodes and mark this edge, and there is a counter that has been used to count the
number of the edges that have been marked. Applying this condition only is not sufficient to judge
that the graph is a tree. So, we use the other condition that checks if the graph is connected that is
if it has one component. By applying the two conditions (i.e. the graph is connected and has (n-1)
edges), we can recognize that the graph is tree. However, it shows an error messages either
describing that the graph is not tree because it is not connected or it has a cycle.
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The user selects a vertex as a root by clicking any node in the tree. Then, the number of the
vertices in each level is determined by using two array lists. That helps to find the height of the
tree. The idea is finding the adjacent vertices to the root (i.e. the node that we clicked first), and
add these nodes to an array-list. These vertices represent level one. Then, we find the vertices that
are adjacent to these in level one which represent the vertices in level two. After that, we clear the
first array list and transfer the nodes from the second array list to the first array list, and repeatedly
unlit we have done with all nodes in the tree.
Next, all the nodes in the tree that lie in the same level are positioned in a straight line. The
nodes in the same level have the same height. That means the nodes in each level have the same
y-coordinate. To achieve this situation, we divide the height of the framework by the height of the
tree (i.e. the number of the levels in the tree). Then, we recursively add together this result that we
obtained to count the y- coordinate of the nodes. The determination of x-coordinate for each node
is the important part for our algorithm because it is changeable through the same level. So, we
divide the width of the framework by ((LD-1)(CL) +1), where LD is the largest degree of the vertices
in the tree, and CL is the current level.
Then, we recursively add the result that we obtained to each node in the same level. Hence,
we have obtained the x and y coordinates for each node. So, the nodes can be repositioned depend
on the new x and y coordinates. The input and the output are provides as shown below in Figure
18 and 19 respectively.
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Figure 18: The input of node positioning algorithm for general trees in JEdit.

Figure 19: The output of node positioning algorithm for general trees in JEdit.
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The output of the algorithm from JEdit that list and count the number of edges in each
level are shown below:
Click on a vertex to start the NodePositioningAlgorithmForGeneralTrees.
***********************************************************
Starting NodePositioningAlgorithmForGeneralTrees.
This graph is a tree
The vertices: [1, 2, 11] are in level (1).
There are (3) vertices in level (1).
The vertices: [3, 4, 10, 5, 6, 7, 13, 14, 15] are in level (2).
There are:(9) vertices in level (2).
The vertices: [8, 9, 12, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35,
36, 37, 16, 38, 39] are in level (3).
There are:(27) vertices in level (3).
The largest degree of the node in this graph is :(4).
Finished NodePositioningAlgorithmForGeneralTrees.
***********************************************************
We provide other input and output of the algorithm from JEdit as shown below in Figure
20 and 21.
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Figure 20: Other input of node positioning algorithm for general trees in JEdit.

Figure 21: The output of node positioning algorithm for general trees inJEdit.
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Figure 22: The output of node positioning algorithm for general trees with error message (1).

Figure 23: The output of node positioning algorithm for general trees with error message (2).
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An error message is shown when the graph has more than one component. The output
from JEdit is provided above in Figure 22, and the error message is provided in the following:
***********************************************************
Starting NodePositioningAlgorithmForGeneralTree.
This graph is not a tree because it is not connected, and has 2 components.
Finished NodePositioningAlgorithmForGeneralTree
The second error message has been shown when the graph has a cycle. The output from
JEdit is introduced above in Figure 23, and the error message is provided in the following:
***********************************************************
Starting NodePositioningAlgorithmForGeneralTree.
This graph is not a tree because it has a cycle.
Finished NodePositioningAlgorithmForGeneralTree.
The source code of node positioning algorithm for general tree is provided in the
Appendix C.
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CHAPTER SIX
AREA- EFFICIENT ORDER- PRESERVING PLANAR STRAIGHT- LINE DRAWINGS OF
ORDERED TREES
In this chapter, we discuss an ordered preserving planar straight line drawing of ordered
trees algorithm that is called BT-Ordered-Draw with fixed spine. An ordered tree [13]is an oriented
tree in which the children of a node are ordred, that is there is a first child, second child, third child,
etc. An ordered binary tree is a tree where the children of every node are ordered, that is, there is
a left child and right child. Ordered trees arise commonly in practice as binary search trees,
arithmetic expression trees, BSP-trees, B-trees, and range trees [14], among others. An orderedpersevering drawing of T is one of which the counterclockwise ordering of the edges incident on
a node is the same as their pre-specified ordering in T. As defined in chapter 2 a planar drawing
of T is one where no edge crossings. A straight-line drawing of T is a drawing, where each edge
is drawn as a single line-segment. An upward drawing of T, is a drawing where each node is placed
either at the same y-coordinate or higher than the y-coordinates of its children. In this chapter, our
algorithm constructs ordered-preserving planar upward straight-line grid drawings of binary trees.
6.1 DESCRIPTION AND ANALYSIS OF THE ALGORITHM
We give our algorithm for constructing ordered-preserving planar upward straight-line grid
drawings of binary trees with optimal O(n log n) area [1]. In an ordered binary tree, each node has
at most two children, called left and right children. This algorithm breaks the tree T into many
subtrees, and draws each subtree recursively, Then, it combines their drawings to obtain an upward
left-corner drawing D(T) of T. A left-corner drawing of an ordered tree is an order-preserving
planar straight line grid drawing, where no node in the tree is placed to the left or above of its root.
This algorithm has two properties [1] as listed below:
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Property 1: There is no node is positioned to the left or above the root of T.



Property 2: The vertical and horizontal separations between the root and its
rightmost child are equal to α and one units respectively, where α is a positive
integer given as a parameter to the algorithm.

If the algorithm has these two properties, an order-preserving planar straight-line grid
drawing of T is acheived. The mirror-image of T is the ordered tree obtained by reversing the
counterclockwise order of edges incident on each node. A spine of T is a path v0v1v2 . . . vm, where
v0, v1, v2, . . ., vm are nodes of T, that is defined recursively as follows (see Figure 24 below):


v0 is the same as the root of T;



vi+1 is a child of vi, such that the subtree rooted at vi+1 has the maximum number of
nodes among all the subtrees that are rooted at the children of vi.

A non-spine node of T is one that does not belong to its spine. A subtree rooted at a node
v of an ordered tree T is the maximal tree consisting of v and all its descendants. We address the
details of the actions performed by the algorithm to construct D(T).

Pseudo code for algorithm BT-Ordered-Draw with fixed spine:
Input: A binary tree with N nodes and M= N-1 edges.
Output: The order-preserving planar upward straight-line grid drawing of T constructed by the
algorithm BT-Ordered-Draw with fixed spine.
Let P=v0v1v2…v m be a spine of T. Define a non-spine node of T to be one that is not in P.
There are two cases depending whether v1 is a left child or right child.
1. case1: Where v1 is the left child of v0 (see Figure 25 (a) [1]).
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Let L be the subtree rooted at v1, s be the non-spine child of v0 , and R be subtree rooted at s.
-

v0 is placed at the origin.

-

1-drawing D(L) and D(R) of L and R are respectively constructed.

-

D(R) is positioned such that s is one unit to the right of and α units below v0.

-

D(L) is placed such that v1 is in the same vertical channel as v0, and is one unit
below D(R).

2. Case 2: v1 is the right child of v0 (see Figure 26 (a) [1])
Let K be the smallest integer. If vk has a non-spine left child or it is a leaf. There are two
subcases related with this situation:
a)

Vk

has non-spine left child:

Let s0, s1, . . . , sk be the non-spine children of v0, v1, . . . , vk, respectively.
Let L, A, and B be the subtrees rooted at s0, sk, and vk+1, respectively. Let R1, R2, …,
Rk−1 be the subtrees rooted at s1, s2, . . . , sk−1, respectively. T is drawn as shown in
Figure 26 (b).
- v0 is positioned at the origin.
- v1 is positioned one unit to the right of, and α units below, v0.
-1-drawings D(L), D(A), D(R1), D(R2), . . . , D(Rk−1) of L, A, R1, R2, . . . , Rk−1, are
recursively constructed.
- D(R1) is positioned one unit to the right of, and one unit below, v1.
-For each i, where 2 ≤ i ≤ k−1, vi and D(Ri) are located such that vi is in the same
horizontal channel as the bottom of D(Ri−1) and is in the same vertical channel as vi−1,
-D(Ri) is one unit to the right of, and one unit below, vi.
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-Vertex vk is placed in the same vertical channel as vk−1, and in the same horizontal
channel as the bottom of D(Rk−1).
- D(A) is placed one unit below vk, such that sk is in the same vertical channel as vk.
- D(L) is placed one unit below D(A), such that s0 is in the same vertical channel as
v0. Let β = H(D(A))+H(D(L))+2, where H(D(A)) and H(D(L)) denote the heights of
D(A) and D(L), respectively. Let G be the drawing with the maximum
width among D(L), D(A), D(R1), D(R2), . . . , D(Rk−1). Let W be the width of G.
-A β-drawing of the mirror image of B is recursively constructed, and then flipped
right-to-left to obtain a drawing D(B) of B.
D(B) is placed such that vk+1 is one unit below vk, and max {W + 3, width of D(B)}
units to the right of v0.
b) Where vk is a leaf: T is drawn in a similar way as in the previous subcase, but it does
not cover D(A) and D(B).
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Figure 24: A binary tree T with a spine v0, v1, v2,…,v9.

Figure 25: The structure of a binary tree T in Case 1.
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Figure 26: The structure of a binary tree T in Case 2.
(a) Vk has a non-spine node as its left child. (b) The drawing of T.

This figure represents the binary tree T in case 2 [1], where v1 is the right child of v0, vk
has non-spine node as its left child. The drawing of T, where vk has a non-spine node as its left
child. For simplicity, D(A), D(L), D(R1), … , D(Rk-1) are shown as identically sized boxes but
they may have different sizes.
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6.2 THE IMPLEMENTATION OF BT-ORDERED-DRAW WITH FIXED SPINE
ALGORITHM
We have implemented the binary tree ordered drawing algorithm in our (GUI) JEdit. This
algorithm is an input text algorithm which means the user is required to inter values such as the
root and all left children of the tree. It has many features. First, it checks the input graph is a binary
tree. The graph should be connected and has (n-1) edges where n is the number of vertices. Also,
a graph should have each the node with degree no more than three. Also, it checks to see that the
root has degree less than three. If all these conditions are achieved, then this graph has the
characteristics of the binary tree. If one of these conditions is not accomplished, an error message
is displayed depending on each situation. Either this graph is not a binary tree because it has more
than three degrees or the graph has a cycle or it is not connected. If the graph is a binary tree, then
it will be drawn based on the algorithm’s properties.
First, the root is selected when the user input a node id. The left children are selected when
the user enter their id’s separated by spaces in the input text. The parameter alpha are selected
when the user enter its value. Then, this algorithm will start recursively discovering the spine of T
as follows that v0 is the same as the root of T, vi+1 is a child of vi where the subtree at vi+1 has the
maximum number of nodes among all the subtrees. Then, it puts these spine nodes in a list. Next,
it divides the height of the framework (computer screen) by the number of the tree nodes to find a
value called unit y which represent alpha (an integer value). It also, divides the width of the visible
area by the number of the nodes to find unit x. The width and the height both represent the x and
y coordinates. Left and right, spine and non-spine nodes help to decide case1 and case 2 of the
algorithm. If v1 is the left child of v0, then we have case 1. So, we move this vertex to a new
position, since we have alpha and the unit x. Then, it continues adding the width together (i.e. the
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x- coordinate of the nodes), and the height (α). If v1 is the right child of v0, then we have case 2.
We find the maximum width of each subtree. That helps to calculate beta which equals
H(D(A))+H(D(L))+2, where H(D(A)) and H(D(L)) denote the heights of D(A) and D(L). So, βdrawing of the mirror image of B, which are explained above in the pseudo code of the algorithm,
is recursively constructed, and then flipped right-to-left. We use a method to reflect the node rightto- left. For more details, see the source code of this algorithm in the appendix D.
We provide the input and the output of this algorithm as we implement in the JEdit as
shown below in Figure 27and Figure 28 respectively.

Figure 27: The input of BT-Ordered-Draw with fixed spine algorithm in JEdit.
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Figure 28: The output of BT-Ordered-Draw with fixed spine algorithm in JEdit.

We provide other input and output of the algorithm as shown below in Figure 29 and 30
respectively:

Figure 29: Other input of BT-Ordered-Draw with fixed spine algorithm in JEdit.
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Figure 30: Other output of BT-Ordered-Draw with fixed spine algorithm in JEdit.

In this algorithm, we have two input texts. The first one asks the user to input the root of
the tree. The second asks to input all the left children in the tree separated by spaces. We
provide these two input texts as shown in Figure 31 and 32.

Figure 31: The first input text of BT-Ordered-Draw with fixed spine algorithm in JEdit.
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Figure 32: The second input text of BT-Ordered-Draw with fixed spine algorithm in JEdit.

If the user does not input a value for the root, it will display an error message shows that
“not valid value entered “as shown below in Figure 33.

Figure 33: An error message (1) of BT-Ordered-Draw with fixed spine algorithm in JEdit.
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If the graph is not a binary tree because it has a cycle, an error message is displayed as
shown in Figure 34:

Figure 34: An error message (2) of BT-Ordered-Draw with fixed spine algorithm in JEdit.
If the graph is not a binary tree because it is not connected, an error message is displayed
as given below in Figure 35.

Figure 35: An error message (3) of BT-Ordered-Draw with fixed spine algorithm in JEdit.
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If the graph is not a binary tree because it has a node that has more than two children, an
error message is displayed as given below in Figure 36.

Figure 36: An error message (4) of BT-Ordered-Draw with fixed spine algorithm in JEdit.
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CHAPTER SEVEN:
PLANARITY DRAWING ALGORITHM
As we mentioned in chapter 2, a planar graph is a graph G that admits a planar drawing,
that is, a drawing with no edges intersecting, except for edges that share a common vertex v and
only at that vertex [15]. A planar embedding of a graph is the collection of circular orderings of
incident edges around every vertex induced by a planar drawing [16]. A plane graph is a graph that
has been associated with a specific planar embedding. A planar drawing divides the plane into
connected regions delimited by cycles. These cycles are called faces. The external face is the cycle
defining the unbounded region. A maximal planar graph is a graph where the addition of any new
edge e causes the graph to be non-planar. Maximally planar graphs have the property that every
face is a triangle, a cycle of three edges.
7.1 DESCRIPTION AND ANALYSIS OF THE ALGORITHM
We begin our algorithm with a basic definitions of some general graph terminology along
with some detailed descriptions of an approach used for constructing drawings of planar graphs:
DEFINITION 7.1 Let G be a maximal plane graph on n vertices [16]. Let π = (v1, v2, . . . , vn)
be an ordering of the vertices of G. For 1 ≤ k ≤ n, let Gk be the plane subgraph of G induced by
the vertices of v1, . . . , vk and let Ck = (v1 = w1, w2, . . . , wm = v2) be the cycle forming the
external face of Gk. We call π a canonical ordering of G where:


v1, v2, and vn are the external vertices of G, where the external vertex is a vertex of a
plane graph that belongs to the external face.



For 2 < k < n, Gk is 2-connected and internally maximal, i.e., every internal face
is a triangle, and



For 2 < k < n, vk is a vertex of Ck and has at least one neighbor in G − Gk.
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The canonical ordering has the property [16] that all of the neightbors of vk+1 in Gk+1 lie on
Ck.The ordering is created in reverse order by starting with the initial external triangular face and
repeatedly removing a vertex vk+1 ∈{ v1,v2}which has at most two neightbors on Ck+1 creating the
new graph Gk and external face Ck as shown [16] in Figure 37 below:

Figure 37: The creation of canonical ordering in reverse order
(a) The removal of vertex v8. (b) The removal of vertex v7.
(c) The removal of vertex v6. (d) The final canonical ordering of the vertices.
When the canonical ordering π is constructed, it leads to an incremental approach for
constructing a drawing of G. We begin with the triangle v1, v2, v3 and repeatedly add the next
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vertex vk+1 to the graph of Gk . Then, Gk+1 and Ck+1 is formed by adding edges for vk+1 to its
neighbors in Ck. The vertices of Ck that are no longer on Ck+1 can be covered by vk+1.
We can label the neighbors of vk+1 as wl, wl+1, . . . , wr, since they are all continuous on the
cycle Ck. The two vertices wl and wr represent the leftmost and rightmost neighbors of vk+1 in Ck.
All the neighbors of vk+1 except the leftmost and rightmost neighbors are covered by vk+1 and the
cycle Ck+1 as shown below in [16] Figure 38:

Figure 38: Inserting a vertex using the canonical ordering. (a) The graph G6, with its external
cycle C6. (b) The graph G7 after inserting vertex v7. The covered vertex v5 is marked. The
leftmost and rightmost neighbors are wl = v6 and wr = v4. The new external cycle C7 is (v1, v3,
v6, v7, v4, v2).
Starting with de Fraysseix, Pach, and Pollack [17] several authors have used this
canonical ordering to build a graph incrementally. Also, we need to shift the vertices in Gk to the
new position for vk+1. Typically, the approach is to increase the space between the leftmost and
rightmost neighbors of vk+1. So, to avoid creating edge crossing, we need to shift all other
vertices. For determining which vertices must shift together, we also define a shifting set
associated with each vertex on the current external face.
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DEFINITION 7.2: For a given canonical ordering [18] π = (v1, v2, . . . , vn), we define the
shifting set of wi on the external face of Gk as Shiftk(wi). For any graph Gk, we define Shiftk(wi)
⊆ V for each vertex wi ∈ Ck on the external face of Gk as follows [18]. Shift3(v3) = {v3},
Shift3(v2) = Shift3(v3) ∪ {v2}, Shift3(v1) = Shift3(v2) ∪ {v1}. For 3 ≤ k < n, let wl and wr be the
leftmost and rightmost neighbors of vk+1 in Ck. Then,
• for i ≤ l, Shiftk+1(wi) = Shiftk(wi) ∪ {vk+1}.
• for j ≥ r, Shiftk+1(wj) = Shiftk(wj ).
• Shiftk+1(vk+1) = Shiftk(wl+1) ∪ {vk+1}.
From this definition, the following properties of the shifting set hold for all 3 ≤ k ≤ n for the
drawing:
1. wj ∈ Shiftk(wi) if and only if j ≥ i,
2. Shiftk(w1) ⊃ Shiftk(w2) ⊃ · · · ⊃ Shiftk(wm),
3. For 1 ≤ i ≤ m and a planar drawing of Gk, if we shift all vertices in Shiftk(wi) to the
right, then the resulting drawing of Gk remains planar.
In other words, the shifting set for a vertex wi on the external face is just the set of all vertices that
need to be shifted to the right to maintain planarity if wi is shifted to the right.Note that Shiftk+1(wi)
is undefined for l < i < r, since these covered vertices are no longer on the external face as provides
[16] in Figure 39.
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Figure 39: The incremental construction of a shifting set. The vertices for each set shown
are highlighted. (a) The shifting set for Shift6(v3). (b) After inserting v7, the shifting set for
Shift7(v3). This simply merges in the new vertex. (c) The shifting set for Shift6(v5). (d) After
inserting v7, the shifting set for Shift7(v7). Since wl+1 = v5, this set is the union of Shift6(v5)
and v7.
Finally, we remove the added edges (dummy). We provide the pseudocode for this algorithm
below.
Pseudocode for the Planarity Algorithm:
Input: G = (V, E) be a planar graph.
Output: The x and y coordinates of each vertex are set so that the graph is positioned
without any crossing edges.
-

Make G maximally planar graph by adding “dummy” edges.

-

Construct the canonical-orderinfg of v1,…,vn .
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-

Find P(v1) and P(v2)= (0,0), where P(v)=(x(v), y(v)) denotes the position of
vertex v.

-

Let n be the number of the vertices in the canonical order.

-

For k=3 to n do


Update x(wl) and Shift(wr), where x represents the x-coordinate.



Shift(wr):=Shift(wr)+2;



P(vk):= U((x(wl),y(wl)), (x(wr)+ Shift(wr), y(wr))), where U(v1,v2)
represents the crossing point of the line from v1 to the line of v2.

-

End for.

-

for k := n downto 2 do


for every interior neighbor vi of vk do Shift(vi) := Shift(vk) + l;



Shift(wr) :=Shift(wr) + Shift(vk) + 2;

End for .
-

Remove any added “dummy” edges.
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7.2 THE IMPLEMENTATION OF PLANARITY DRAWING ALGORITHM:
We have implemented the planarity drawing algorithm in our (GUI) JEdit. This algorithm
is an automatic algorithm which means the planar graph is drawn after selecting this algorithm
from the algorithms list. It has many features.
The idea of the algorithm is the following: when we add vertex vk with left vertex wl and
right vertex wr then all vertices wl+1, …, wr-1 are shifted one to the right, and the vertices wr, …,
wq are shifted two to the right, and many interior vertices of Gk-1 have to be shifted to the right.
We start with the entire graph G, and in each step we delete a face or a vertex. For this we introduce
the variable externalFace for each face, representing the number of vertices and edges of face F
belonging to the current external face.
We use a vector to store the canonical ordering. Every vertex and edge have pointers to
the faces they belong to. We initialize the variables that we use and set them to 0. We take an
arbitrary face as the external face during the algorithm. We assign v1 with neighbors v2 and vn on
external face. In every step we remove vertices from the graph G and update the external face.
For every vertex v and edge e belong to the external face , e = (v1,v2), we increase the outer vertex
and edge for the face they belong. For every vertex v which becomes part of the external face we
have to compute the x and y coordinates. If the face F has three or more vertices then F has at
least two nonadjacent vertices on the external face which makes this face separating face. A face
becomes once a separation face because when the vertex or edge of the face F decreases , then a
vertex or edge from F is deleted and F is added to the external face. Every face F with the vertices
of F belonging to the current external face = the edges of F belonging to the current external face+1
and these edges ≥ 2 can be the next face in our ordering. That is because the vertices in face F ,
belonging to the external face, from the consecutive sequence.
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Then we shift the vertices in the externall face as explained in the algorithm to acheiive the
shifting set. Since we have the canonical ordering, in a vector, which updating each time , then we
can move the vertices to the new positions. All the details of the implementation are provided in
the source code in Appendix E.
We provide an example of the input and the output of the algorithm below in Figure 40
and 41.

Figure 40: The input of planarity drawing algorithm in JEdit.

Figure 41: The output of planarity drawing algorithm in JEdit.
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CHAPTER EIGHT
CONCLUSION
Graph drawing is an important field which has many applications in several areas of
research. The interaction between theoretical advances and implemented solutions is an important
and active part of research in the area of graph drawing. In this thesis we have examined several
algorithms in the field of tree drawings, and one planarity drawing algorithm. We implemented
the ideas presented in this work and integrated them within a graph editor called JEdit. As we
introduced in chapter 2, the JEdit platform has been developed at Ball State University in
Department of Computer Science by Professor Jay Bagga. Drawing a tree consists of two stages:
determining the position of each node and the representation of the individual nodes and
interconnecting branches. The algorithms determine the positions of the nodes for any general or
binary trees. The positioning, specified in x, y coordinates, minimizes the width of the tree. In the
general trees, there is no limit on the number of children per node. The level based approach
algorithm operates in time O(n), where n is the number of nodes in the tree. The implementations
of the algorithms clarify how we examined these algorithms by building drawing applications. In
addition, we explained the planarity drawing algorithm as the field of planar graph drawing has
many important applications. We do not just try to draw planar graphs but we want the drawings
to satisfy some aesthetic properties. The complexity of the planarity algorithm is O(n2) time, where
n is the number of the vertices.
The future area of research and development is to extend the concepts of graph drawing
algorithms to the other various domains such as biological and medical sciences.
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APPENDIX A:

A-SOURCE CODE FOR NAÏVE TREE DRAWING ALGORITHM FOR GENERAL TREE
package edu.bsu.cs.algorithm;
import edu.bsu.cs.graph.*;
import edu.bsu.cs.gui.*;
import java.util.*;
import java.awt.*;
import java.util.ArrayList;
public class NaiveTreeDrawingAndEdgeColoring extends Algorithm {
Vector animationVector;
AnimObject temp;
Point mypos=new Point();
int TotalEdge=0; int EdgeColoring=0;
public NaiveTreeDrawingAndEdgeColoring() {
succeeded(false);
setType(JeditPanel.ONECLICKALGORITHM);
setFromResources();
}
public void callOwnConstructor(JavaGraph graph, Vector inputs, Vector animation) {
animationVector = animation;
temp = new
AnimObject("***********************************************************\n",Anim
Object.TEXT,null,0);
animationVector.addElement(temp);
temp = new AnimObject("Starting "+getName()+" Algorithm.\n",AnimObject.TEXT,null,0);
animationVector.addElement(temp);
int vertex1 = ((Integer)inputs.elementAt(0)).intValue(); /* Value of first vertex selected.*/
/* Start your logic here */
/* First part of this codes is to check if the graph is tree or not by using two
conditions (connected, have n-1 edges).
After that, find the levels of the tree.
Then drawing the tree by using naive drawing algorithm */
/* Start your logic here */
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//graph.numberVertices();// Sets the labels of the vertices to match their indices.
graph.unmarkAllVertices();
graph.unmarkAllEdges();
int count= 0; TotalEdge=0;
EdgeColoring=0;
//to initialize all vertices and edges
for (int i = 0; i < graph.order(); i++) {
temp = new AnimObject(new Integer(i), AnimObject.VERTEX,
JeditFrame.DEFAULT_VERTEX_COLOR, 0);
animationVector.addElement(temp);
for (int j = 0; j < graph.order(); j++)
if (graph.getEdge(i,j) != null){
temp = new AnimObject(new Point(i,j),
AnimObject.EDGE, JeditFrame.DEFAULT_EDGE_COLOR, 0);
animationVector.addElement(temp);
}}
// to start counting the number of edges
for( int i = 0; i < graph.order(); i++){
for( int j = i+1; j < graph.order(); j++)
{ if (graph.existEdge(i, j) && !graph.isEdgeMarked(i,j))
{
TotalEdge = TotalEdge + 1;
} }}
// To check if this graph is connected
int component = 0;
for (int i = 0; i < graph.order(); i++)
if (!graph.isVertexMarked(i)){
component++;
executeComponentSearch(graph, i);
}
// This condition to check if the # of edges =n-1 && the graph is connected when
it has one component .
if(((TotalEdge)==graph.order()-1)&&(component==1))
{
// This graph is a tree
temp = new AnimObject("This graph is a tree\n",AnimObject.TEXT,null,0);
animationVector.addElement(temp);
//start to find the vertices in each level
graph.unmarkAllVertices(); graph.unmarkAllEdges();
int TotalLevels=0;
int largestNoVertex=0;//used for getting the largest # of the vertices in the tree
level
ArrayList<Integer> FirstArrayListlevel = new ArrayList<Integer>();
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ArrayList<Integer> SecondArrayListlevel = new ArrayList<Integer>();
int TotalVerticesInLevel= 0;// the number of vertices in each level
// find vertices in level one
//int vertex1=0;
graph.markVertex(vertex1);
for (int i = 0; i < graph.order(); i++) {
if ((graph.existEdge(vertex1, i))&&(!graph.isVertexMarked(i)))
{ graph.markVertex(i);
FirstArrayListlevel.add(i);// this array list will contain the vertices in
level1
TotalVerticesInLevel++;
}}
TotalLevels++;// count the number of levels
largestNoVertex=TotalVerticesInLevel;
temp = new AnimObject(" The vertices :"+ FirstArrayListlevel + " are in level("+
TotalLevels+") . \n",AnimObject.TEXT,null,0);
animationVector.addElement(temp);
temp = new AnimObject("There are ("+ TotalVerticesInLevel + ")in level("+
TotalLevels +") . \n",AnimObject.TEXT,null,0);
animationVector.addElement(temp);
//*********************************
// continue count and find the vertices in each level
while(!FirstArrayListlevel.isEmpty()){
TotalLevels++;
// TotalVerticesInLevel is the number of the vertices in each level
TotalVerticesInLevel=0;
for(int k=0; k< FirstArrayListlevel.size();k++){
for (int j = 0; j < graph.order(); j++) {
if ((graph.existEdge((FirstArrayListlevel.get(k)),
j))&&(!graph.isVertexMarked(j))){
graph.markVertex(j);
SecondArrayListlevel.add(j);
TotalVerticesInLevel++;
}
}}
if (TotalVerticesInLevel>largestNoVertex)// to find the largest number of
vertices in the levels
largestNoVertex=TotalVerticesInLevel;
// This condition to avoid print the last empty SecondArrayListlevel array
list.
if(!SecondArrayListlevel.isEmpty()){
temp = new AnimObject(" The vertices: "+ SecondArrayListlevel + "
are in level("+ TotalLevels +") . \n",AnimObject.TEXT,null,0);
animationVector.addElement(temp);}
else{
break;}
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temp = new AnimObject(" There are:("+ TotalVerticesInLevel + ")
vertices in level("+ TotalLevels +") . \n",AnimObject.TEXT,null,0);
animationVector.addElement(temp);
FirstArrayListlevel.clear();
FirstArrayListlevel.addAll(SecondArrayListlevel);// swap the contains of
array SecondArrayListlevel to FirstArrayListlevel.
SecondArrayListlevel.clear();
} //end While
//*********************************************************
// This code to start drawing the tree
//vertex1=0;
graph.unmarkAllVertices(); graph.unmarkAllEdges();
FirstArrayListlevel.clear(); SecondArrayListlevel.clear();
graph.markVertex(vertex1);
//find the height for each level by divide the total height of visible area by the
height of the tree
//int height=graph.getVisibleArea().height/(TotalLevels*4);
int height=graph.getVisibleArea().height/(TotalLevels);
mypos.y=height;
//find the width for each level by divide the total width of visible area by the
largest number of vertices in tree level
//int width=graph.getVisibleArea().width/(largestNoVertex*4);
int width=graph.getVisibleArea().width/(largestNoVertex);
// ***Start naive algorithm. The vertices in the same level have the same distance
mypos.x=width;
graph.moveVertex(vertex1,mypos);
for (int i = 0; i < graph.order(); i++) {
if ((graph.existEdge(vertex1, i))&&(!graph.isVertexMarked(i))){
graph.markVertex(i);
FirstArrayListlevel.add(i);}
}
mypos.y+=height;// add the height
for (int i = 0; i < FirstArrayListlevel.size(); i++) {
graph.moveVertex((FirstArrayListlevel.get(i)),mypos);// move the vertices of
level (1)
mypos.x+=width;
}
// continue moving the vertices of other levels of the tree
while(!FirstArrayListlevel.isEmpty()){
mypos.y+=height;
for(int k=0; k< FirstArrayListlevel.size();k++){
for (int j = 0; j < graph.order(); j++) {
if ((graph.existEdge((FirstArrayListlevel.get(k)),
j))&&(!graph.isVertexMarked(j)))
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{ graph.markVertex(j);
SecondArrayListlevel.add(j);}
}}
mypos.x=width;
//using this loop to move the vertices in the other level
for (int i = 0; i < SecondArrayListlevel.size() ; i++) {
graph.moveVertex((SecondArrayListlevel.get(i)),mypos);
mypos.x+=width;
}
FirstArrayListlevel.clear();
FirstArrayListlevel.addAll(SecondArrayListlevel);
SecondArrayListlevel.clear();
}
//The following codes color the edges of a graph using sequential edge coloring
algorithm.
graph.unmarkAllVertices();
graph.unmarkAllEdges();
Color ColorSet[] = new Color[TotalEdge];
for( int i = 0; i < TotalEdge; i++){ //selecting colors by using this random method
ColorSet[i]= new Color ((new Double
(Math.random()*254)).intValue(),(new Double (Math.random()*254)).intValue(),(new Double
(Math.random()*254)).intValue());
}
int colorIndex=0;
for( int i = 0; i < graph.order(); i++){
for( int j = i+1; j < graph.order(); j++){
if(graph.existEdge(i, j)){
colorIndex=SmallestEdgeColorPossible(i,j,ColorSet,
graph); //see below
temp = new AnimObject(new Point(i,j),
AnimObject.EDGE, ColorSet[colorIndex], 10);
animationVector.addElement(temp);
graph.setEdgeColor(i,j,ColorSet[colorIndex]);
temp = new AnimObject(new Point(j,i),
AnimObject.EDGE, ColorSet[colorIndex], 10);
animationVector.addElement(temp);
graph.setEdgeColor(j,i,ColorSet[colorIndex]);
}}}
EdgeColoring=EdgeColoring+1;
temp = new AnimObject("Total edge coloring = "+ EdgeColoring +"
\n",AnimObject.TEXT,null,0);
animationVector.addElement(temp);
}// end if
// it is not a tree
else{
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temp = new AnimObject(" This graph is not a tree" +
".\n",AnimObject.TEXT,null,0);
animationVector.addElement(temp);}
/* End your logic here */
temp = new AnimObject("Finished "+getName()+"
Algorithm.\n",AnimObject.TEXT,null,0);
animationVector.addElement(temp);
temp = new
AnimObject("***********************************************************\n",Anim
Object.TEXT,null,0);
animationVector.addElement(temp);
succeeded(true);
}
// this method used for the minimum edge coloring .
private int SmallestEdgeColorPossible(int u,int v, Color ColorSet[], JavaGraph graph){
int MinColorAvailable=0;
int [] ColorAvailable=new int [TotalEdge];
for (int i=0; i < TotalEdge; i++)ColorAvailable[i]=1;
for ( int l = 0; l < TotalEdge; l++) {
for (int m=0; m < graph.order(); m++){
if (graph.existEdge(u, m) &&
ColorSet[l]==graph.getEdgeColor(u,m))ColorAvailable[l]=0;
if (graph.existEdge(v, m) &&
ColorSet[l]==graph.getEdgeColor(v,m))ColorAvailable[l]=0;
}
}
for (int i=0; i < TotalEdge; i++){
if(ColorAvailable[i]==1){
MinColorAvailable=i;
i=TotalEdge;
}
}
if (EdgeColoring<MinColorAvailable)EdgeColoring=MinColorAvailable;
//update total number of colors assigned
return(MinColorAvailable);
}
protected void executeComponentSearch(JavaGraph graph, int startVertex) {
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int i;
if (!graph.isVertexMarked(startVertex)){
graph.markVertex(startVertex);
}
for (i=0; i < graph.order(); i++) {
if (graph.getEdge(startVertex,i) != null){
if (!graph.isVertexMarked(i)){
graph.markEdge(startVertex, i);
executeComponentSearch(graph, i);
}
temp = new AnimObject(new Point(startVertex,i), AnimObject.EDGE,
JeditFrame.DEFAULT_EDGE_COLOR, 0);
animationVector.addElement(temp);
}
}
}
}
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APPENDIX B:
SOURCE CODE FOR RECURSIVE ALGORITHM FOR BINARY TREE
package edu.bsu.cs.algorithm;
import edu.bsu.cs.graph.*;
import edu.bsu.cs.gui.*;
import java.lang.Math;
import java.util.*;
import java.awt.*;
import java.util.ArrayList;
public class RecursiveAlgorithmForBinaryTrees extends Algorithm {
Vector animationVector;
AnimObject temp;
Point mypos=new Point();
int TotalEdge=0;
Color markedColor;
public RecursiveAlgorithmForBinaryTrees() {
succeeded(false);
setType(JeditPanel.ONECLICKALGORITHM);
setFromResources();
}
public void callOwnConstructor(JavaGraph graph, Vector inputs, Vector animation) {
animationVector = animation;
temp = new
AnimObject("***********************************************************\n",Anim
Object.TEXT,null,0);
animationVector.addElement(temp);
temp = new AnimObject("Starting "+getName()+" Algorithm.\n",AnimObject.TEXT,null,0);
animationVector.addElement(temp);
int vertex1 = ((Integer)inputs.elementAt(0)).intValue(); /* Value of first vertex selected.*/
/* Start your logic here */
/* First part of this codes is to check if the graph is a binary tree or not by using
three conditions (connected, have n-1 edges and the nodes have less than 3 degrees ).
After that, find the levels of the tree.
Then drawing the tree by using recursive binary drawing algorithm */
//graph.numberVertices();// Sets the labels of the vertices to match their indices.
graph.unmarkAllVertices();
graph.unmarkAllEdges();
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int count= 0; TotalEdge=0;
//to initialize all vertices and edges
for (int i = 0; i < graph.order(); i++) {
temp = new AnimObject(new Integer(i), AnimObject.VERTEX,
JeditFrame.DEFAULT_VERTEX_COLOR, 0);
animationVector.addElement(temp);
for (int j = 0; j < graph.order(); j++)
if (graph.getEdge(i,j) != null){
temp = new AnimObject(new Point(i,j),
AnimObject.EDGE, JeditFrame.DEFAULT_EDGE_COLOR, 0);
animationVector.addElement(temp);
}
}
// to start counting the number of edges
for( int i = 0; i < graph.order(); i++){
for( int j = i+1; j < graph.order(); j++){
if (graph.existEdge(i, j) && !graph.isEdgeMarked(i,j)){
TotalEdge = TotalEdge + 1;
}
}
}
// To check if this graph is connected
int component = 0;
for (int i = 0; i < graph.order(); i++)
if (!graph.isVertexMarked(i)){
markedColor = new
Color((int)(55+(Math.random()*200)),(int)(55+(Math.random()*200)),(int)(55+(Math.random()
*200)));
temp = new AnimObject(null, AnimObject.DELAY, null, 1000);
component++;
executeComponentSearch(graph, i);
}
int nodeDegree=0;
// checking the number of the degrees for the nodes to find if they all have 3 degrees or
less.
for(int i =0; i< graph.order();i++){
if(graph.getVertexDegree(i)<=3){
nodeDegree++;
}
else {break;}
}
// This condition to check if the # of edges =n-1 && the graph is connected when
it has one component & all nodes has 3 degrees or less.
if((TotalEdge==graph.order()1)&&(component==1)&&(nodeDegree==graph.order())){
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// This graph is a tree
temp = new AnimObject("This graph is a binary tree\n",AnimObject.TEXT,null,0);
animationVector.addElement(temp);
//start to find the vertices in each level
graph.unmarkAllVertices(); graph.unmarkAllEdges();
int TotalLevels=0;
int largestNoVertex=0;//used for getting the largest # of the vertices in the tree
level
ArrayList<Integer> FirstArrayListlevel = new ArrayList<Integer>();
ArrayList<Integer> SecondArrayListlevel = new ArrayList<Integer>();
int TotalVerticesInLevel= 0;// the number of vertices in each level
//int vertex1=0;
//this condition is to check if a node has degree 1 or 2 to consider it as a root for
the binary tree.
if(graph.getVertexDegree(vertex1)<3){
// find vertices in level one
graph.markVertex(vertex1);
for (int i = 0; i < graph.order(); i++) {
if ((graph.existEdge(vertex1, i))&&(!graph.isVertexMarked(i))){
graph.markVertex(i);
FirstArrayListlevel.add(i);// this array list will contain the vertices in
level1
TotalVerticesInLevel++;
}
}
TotalLevels++;// count the number of levels
largestNoVertex=TotalVerticesInLevel;
temp = new AnimObject(" The vertices :"+ FirstArrayListlevel + " are in
level("+ TotalLevels+") . \n",AnimObject.TEXT,null,0);
animationVector.addElement(temp);
temp = new AnimObject("There are ("+ TotalVerticesInLevel + ")in level("+
TotalLevels +") . \n",AnimObject.TEXT,null,0);
animationVector.addElement(temp);
//*********************************
// continue count and find the vertices in each level
while(!FirstArrayListlevel.isEmpty()){
TotalLevels++;
// TotalVerticesInLevel is the number of the vertices in each level
TotalVerticesInLevel=0;
for(int k=0; k< FirstArrayListlevel.size();k++){
for (int j = 0; j < graph.order(); j++) {
if ((graph.existEdge((FirstArrayListlevel.get(k)),
j))&&(!graph.isVertexMarked(j))){
graph.markVertex(j);
SecondArrayListlevel.add(j);
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TotalVerticesInLevel++;
}
}
}
if (TotalVerticesInLevel>largestNoVertex)// to find the largest number
of vertices in the levels
largestNoVertex=TotalVerticesInLevel;
// This condition to avoid print the last empty SecondArrayListlevel
array list.
if(!SecondArrayListlevel.isEmpty()){
temp = new AnimObject(" The vertices: "+ SecondArrayListlevel +
" are in level("+ TotalLevels +") . \n",AnimObject.TEXT,null,0);
animationVector.addElement(temp);
}
else{
break;}
temp = new AnimObject(" There are:("+ TotalVerticesInLevel + ")
vertices in level("+ TotalLevels +") . \n",AnimObject.TEXT,null,0);
animationVector.addElement(temp);
FirstArrayListlevel.clear();
FirstArrayListlevel.addAll(SecondArrayListlevel);// swap the contains
of array SecondArrayListlevel to FirstArrayListlevel.
SecondArrayListlevel.clear();
} //end While
//*********************************************************
// This code to start drawing the tree
//vertex1=0;
graph.unmarkAllVertices(); graph.unmarkAllEdges();
FirstArrayListlevel.clear(); SecondArrayListlevel.clear();
graph.markVertex(vertex1);
int currentlevel=0;
//find the height for each level by divide the total height of visible area by the
height of the tree
//int height=graph.getVisibleArea().height/(TotalLevels*4);
int height=graph.getVisibleArea().height/(TotalLevels);
mypos.y=height;
//find the width for each level by divide the total width of visible area by
(2^current level)+1
int width=graph.getVisibleArea().width/(int)(Math.pow(2,currentlevel)+1);
int childNum=0;
// ***Start binary drawing algorithm. The root will be in the center
mypos.x=width;
graph.moveVertex(vertex1,mypos);// to move vertex 1 according to x, y
coordinate.
for (int i = 0; i < graph.order(); i++) {
if ((graph.existEdge(vertex1, i))&&(!graph.isVertexMarked(i))){
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graph.markVertex(i);
FirstArrayListlevel.add(i);
childNum++;}// to count the child numbers.
}// these conditions with help to avoid the crossing by adding (-1) to the array-list
that contains the nodes in each level.
if(childNum==0){
FirstArrayListlevel.add(-1);
FirstArrayListlevel.add(-1);
}
else if(childNum==1){
// we add (-1) because we have just one child. So, the second
with be (-1) or any other symbol.
FirstArrayListlevel.add(-1);
childNum=0;
}
else {childNum=0;}
mypos.y+=height;// continue adding the height.
currentlevel++;
width=graph.getVisibleArea().width/(int)(Math.pow(2,currentlevel)+1);//
this width for the next levels.
mypos.x=width;// (x- coordinate)
for (int i = 0; i < FirstArrayListlevel.size(); i++) {
if (FirstArrayListlevel.get(i)!=(-1))// to avoid move the value that has
(-1) in the array-list because it is not a node in the tree.
graph.moveVertex((FirstArrayListlevel.get(i)),mypos);// move the vertices
of level (1)
mypos.x+=width;// add the value of the width that we already calculated
above to the x-coordinate.
}
// continue moving the vertices of other levels of the tree.
while(!FirstArrayListlevel.isEmpty()){
mypos.y+=height;
currentlevel++;// count the number of levels.
width=graph.getVisibleArea().width/(int)(Math.pow(2,currentlevel)+1);
for(int k=0; k< FirstArrayListlevel.size();k++){
if(FirstArrayListlevel.get(k)==(-1)){
// if the array list has (-1) that means there is no
node, hence, it does not has any child. so put two child in the next level.
SecondArrayListlevel.add(-1);
SecondArrayListlevel.add(-1);
continue;
}
for (int j = 0; j < graph.order(); j++) {
if ((graph.existEdge((FirstArrayListlevel.get(k)),
j))&&(!graph.isVertexMarked(j))){
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graph.markVertex(j);
SecondArrayListlevel.add(j);
childNum++;}
}
// also, these conditions for the second array-list to
put (-1) for the nodes that have one child .
if(childNum==0){
SecondArrayListlevel.add(-1); SecondArrayListlevel.add(-1);
}
else if(childNum==1){
SecondArrayListlevel.add(-1);
childNum=0;// to initialize the child numbers a gain.
}
else {childNum=0;}
}
mypos.x=width;
//using this loop to move the vertices in the other level
for (int i = 0; i < SecondArrayListlevel.size() ; i++) {
if(SecondArrayListlevel.get(i)!=(-1))
graph.moveVertex((SecondArrayListlevel.get(i)),mypos);
mypos.x+=width;// continue adding the width.
}
FirstArrayListlevel.clear();// clear first array.
FirstArrayListlevel.addAll(SecondArrayListlevel);// put the values of the second
array to the first array.
SecondArrayListlevel.clear();// clear the second array list.
boolean noChild=true;
for(int i : FirstArrayListlevel){
// to make sure there is no (-1) in the first array to clear it.
if (i!=(-1))
noChild=false;
}
if(noChild){FirstArrayListlevel.clear();}
}// end while
}// end if that check if a node has degree 1 or 2 to consider it as a root for the
binary tree.
else{
//graph.setVertexColor(vertex1,Color.red );
temp = new AnimObject(vertex1, AnimObject.VERTEX, Color.red,
10);// Color the vertex that has more than 2 degrees
animationVector.addElement(temp);
temp = new AnimObject("But you cannot make this node that you clicked
as a root because it has more than two degrees" + ".\n",AnimObject.TEXT,null,0);
animationVector.addElement(temp);
}
}// end if that check for binary tree.
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// it is not a binary tree
else{
//to show the graph is not a tree because it is not connected .
if(component>1){
temp = new AnimObject(" This graph is not a binary tree because it is
not connected, and has " + component + " components" + ".\n",AnimObject.TEXT,null,0);
animationVector.addElement(temp);
}//to show that the graph is not a tree because it has a cycle.
else if(TotalEdge!=(graph.order()-1)){
int nodeDegreeTwo=0;
for(int i =0; i< graph.order();i++){
if(graph.getVertexDegree(i)==2){
nodeDegreeTwo++;
}
else {break;}
}
temp = new AnimObject(" This graph is not a binary tree because it
has a cycle" + ".\n",AnimObject.TEXT,null,0);
animationVector.addElement(temp);// for animation
// for colouring the edges.
markedColor = new
Color((int)(55+(Math.random()*200)),(int)(55+(Math.random()*200)),(int)(55+(Math.random()
*200)));
temp = new AnimObject(null, AnimObject.DELAY, null, 1000);
}
// this graph is not a tree because it has node(s) with more than
three degrees.
else {
temp = new AnimObject(" This graph is not a binary tree
because it has a node(s) with more than three degrees that shown in red color" +
".\n",AnimObject.TEXT,null,0);
animationVector.addElement(temp);
for(int i =0; i< graph.order();i++)
if(graph.getVertexDegree(i)>3){
// color the node(s) that has /have more than three
degrees.
temp = new AnimObject(i, AnimObject.VERTEX,
Color.red, 10);// Color the vertex that has more than 2 degrees
animationVector.addElement(temp);
}
}
}
/* End your logic here */
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temp = new AnimObject("Finished "+getName()+"
Algorithm.\n",AnimObject.TEXT,null,0);
animationVector.addElement(temp);
temp = new
AnimObject("***********************************************************\n",Anim
Object.TEXT,null,0);
animationVector.addElement(temp);
succeeded(true);
}
// check the component
protected void executeComponentSearch(JavaGraph graph, int startVertex) {
int i;
if (!graph.isVertexMarked(startVertex)){
graph.markVertex(startVertex);
}
for (i=0; i < graph.order(); i++) {
if (graph.getEdge(startVertex,i) != null){
if (!graph.isVertexMarked(i)){
graph.markEdge(startVertex, i);
executeComponentSearch(graph, i);
}
temp = new AnimObject(new Point(startVertex,i),
AnimObject.EDGE, markedColor, 000);
animationVector.addElement(temp);//E. VandenBerg 2002-Jun-21
}
}
}
}
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APPENDIX C:
SOURCE CODE FOR NODE POSITIONING ALGORITHM FOR GENERAL TREES.
package edu.bsu.cs.algorithm;
import edu.bsu.cs.graph.*;
import edu.bsu.cs.gui.*;
import java.lang.Math;
import java.util.*;
import java.awt.*;
import java.util.ArrayList;
public class NodePositioningAlgoForGeneralTree extends Algorithm {
Vector animationVector;
AnimObject temp;
Point mypos=new Point();
int TotalEdge=0;
Color markedColor;
public NodePositioningAlgoForGeneralTree() {
succeeded(false);
setType(JeditPanel.ONECLICKALGORITHM);
setFromResources();
}
public void callOwnConstructor(JavaGraph graph, Vector inputs, Vector animation) {
animationVector = animation;
temp = new
AnimObject("***********************************************************\n",Anim
Object.TEXT,null,0);
animationVector.addElement(temp);
temp = new AnimObject("Starting "+getName()+" Algorithm.\n",AnimObject.TEXT,null,0);
animationVector.addElement(temp);
int vertex1 = ((Integer)inputs.elementAt(0)).intValue(); /* Value of first vertex selected.*/
/* Start your logic here */
/* First part of this codes is to check if the graph is tree or not by using two
conditions (connected, have n-1 edges).
After that, find the levels of the tree.
Then drawing the tree by using a node positioning algorithm for general trees */
//graph.numberVertices();// Sets the labels of the vertices to match their indices.
graph.unmarkAllVertices();
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graph.unmarkAllEdges();
int count= 0; TotalEdge=0;
//to initialize all vertices and edges
for (int i = 0; i < graph.order(); i++) {
temp = new AnimObject(new Integer(i), AnimObject.VERTEX,
JeditFrame.DEFAULT_VERTEX_COLOR, 0);
animationVector.addElement(temp);
for (int j = 0; j < graph.order(); j++)
if (graph.getEdge(i,j) != null){
temp = new AnimObject(new Point(i,j),
AnimObject.EDGE, JeditFrame.DEFAULT_EDGE_COLOR, 0);
animationVector.addElement(temp);
}}
// to start counting the number of edges
for( int i = 0; i < graph.order(); i++){
for( int j = i+1; j < graph.order(); j++)
{ if (graph.existEdge(i, j) && !graph.isEdgeMarked(i,j))
{
TotalEdge = TotalEdge + 1;
} }}
// To check if this graph is connected
int component = 0;
for (int i = 0; i < graph.order(); i++)
if (!graph.isVertexMarked(i)){
markedColor = new
Color((int)(55+(Math.random()*200)),(int)(55+(Math.random()*200)),(int)(55+(Math.random()
*200)));
temp = new AnimObject(null, AnimObject.DELAY, null, 1000);
component++;
executeComponentSearch(graph, i);
}
// This condition to check if the # of edges =n-1 && the graph is connected when
it has one component.
if(((TotalEdge)==graph.order()-1)&&(component==1))
{
// This graph is a tree
temp = new AnimObject("This graph is a tree\n",AnimObject.TEXT,null,0);
animationVector.addElement(temp);
//start to find the vertices in each level
graph.unmarkAllVertices(); graph.unmarkAllEdges();
int TotalLevels=0;
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int largestNoVertex=0;//used for getting the largest # of the vertices in the tree
level
ArrayList<Integer> FirstArrayListlevel = new ArrayList<Integer>();
ArrayList<Integer> SecondArrayListlevel = new ArrayList<Integer>();
int TotalVerticesInLevel= 0;// the number of vertices in each level
//int vertex1=0;
//this condition is to check if a node has degree 1 or 2 to consider it as a root.
// find vertices in level one
graph.markVertex(vertex1);
for (int i = 0; i < graph.order(); i++) {
if ((graph.existEdge(vertex1, i))&&(!graph.isVertexMarked(i)))
{ graph.markVertex(i);
FirstArrayListlevel.add(i);// this array list will contain the vertices in
level1
TotalVerticesInLevel++;
}}
TotalLevels++;// count the number of levels
largestNoVertex=TotalVerticesInLevel;
temp = new AnimObject(" The vertices :"+ FirstArrayListlevel + " are in level("+
TotalLevels+") . \n",AnimObject.TEXT,null,0);
animationVector.addElement(temp);
temp = new AnimObject("There are ("+ TotalVerticesInLevel + ")in level("+
TotalLevels +") . \n",AnimObject.TEXT,null,0);
animationVector.addElement(temp);
//*********************************
// continue count and find the vertices in each level
while(!FirstArrayListlevel.isEmpty()){
TotalLevels++;
// TotalVerticesInLevel is the number of the vertices in each level
TotalVerticesInLevel=0;
for(int k=0; k< FirstArrayListlevel.size();k++){
for (int j = 0; j < graph.order(); j++) {
if ((graph.existEdge((FirstArrayListlevel.get(k)),
j))&&(!graph.isVertexMarked(j))){
graph.markVertex(j);
SecondArrayListlevel.add(j);
TotalVerticesInLevel++;
}
}}
if (TotalVerticesInLevel>largestNoVertex)// to find the largest number of
vertices in the levels
largestNoVertex=TotalVerticesInLevel;
// This condition to avoid print the last empty SecondArrayListlevel array
list.
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if(!SecondArrayListlevel.isEmpty()){
temp = new AnimObject(" The vertices: "+ SecondArrayListlevel + "
are in level("+ TotalLevels +") . \n",AnimObject.TEXT,null,0);
animationVector.addElement(temp);}
else{
break;}
temp = new AnimObject(" There are:("+ TotalVerticesInLevel + ")
vertices in level("+ TotalLevels +") . \n",AnimObject.TEXT,null,0);
animationVector.addElement(temp);
FirstArrayListlevel.clear();
FirstArrayListlevel.addAll(SecondArrayListlevel);// swap the contains of
array SecondArrayListlevel to FirstArrayListlevel.
SecondArrayListlevel.clear();
} //end While
//*********************************************************
// This code to start drawing the tree
//vertex1=0;
int LargestDegree= 0;int NodeDegree=0; int swapdegree=0;//used to find the
largest node degrees.
for(int i =0; i< graph.order();i++){
NodeDegree=graph.getVertexDegree(i);// find node degrees
swapdegree=NodeDegree;// swap the value that have the node degree.
NodeDegree=LargestDegree;
LargestDegree=swapdegree;
if(NodeDegree>LargestDegree)// this condition used to find the largest node
degree in the tree.
LargestDegree=NodeDegree;
}// print the largest degree
temp = new AnimObject(" The largest degree of the node in this graph is
:("+LargestDegree + ") . \n",AnimObject.TEXT,null,0);
animationVector.addElement(temp);
//*********************
graph.unmarkAllVertices(); graph.unmarkAllEdges();
FirstArrayListlevel.clear(); SecondArrayListlevel.clear();
graph.markVertex(vertex1);
int currentlevel=0;
//find the height for each level by divide the total height of visible area by the
height of the tree
//int height=graph.getVisibleArea().height/(TotalLevels*4);
int height=graph.getVisibleArea().height/(TotalLevels);
mypos.y=height;
//find the width for each level by divide the total width of visible area by (largest
degree^current level)+1
int
width=graph.getVisibleArea().width/(int)(Math.pow(LargestDegree,currentlevel)+1);
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int childNum=0;
// ***Start node positioning algorithm for general tree. The root position in the
center
mypos.x=width;
graph.moveVertex(vertex1,mypos);
for (int i = 0; i < graph.order(); i++) {
if ((graph.existEdge(vertex1, i))&&(!graph.isVertexMarked(i))){
graph.markVertex(i);
FirstArrayListlevel.add(i);
childNum++;}
}
int CountChildNum= ((LargestDegree-1)-1)- childNum;
if(childNum==0){
for (int i = 0; i < (LargestDegree-1); i++) {
FirstArrayListlevel.add(-1);
}
}
else if((childNum<(LargestDegree-1))&&(childNum>0)){
for (int i = 0; i < CountChildNum; i++) {
FirstArrayListlevel.add(-1);
}
childNum=0;
}
else {childNum=0;}
mypos.y+=height;// add the height
currentlevel++;
width=graph.getVisibleArea().width/(int)(Math.pow((LargestDegree1),currentlevel)+1);
mypos.x=width;
for (int i = 0; i < FirstArrayListlevel.size(); i++) {
if (FirstArrayListlevel.get(i)!=(-1))
graph.moveVertex((FirstArrayListlevel.get(i)),mypos);// move the vertices of
level (1)
mypos.x+=width;
//temp = new AnimObject(" width=:("+width + ") .
\n",AnimObject.TEXT,null,0);
//animationVector.addElement(temp);
}
// continue moving the vertices of other levels of the tree
while(!FirstArrayListlevel.isEmpty()){
mypos.y+=height;
currentlevel++;
width=graph.getVisibleArea().width/(int)(Math.pow((LargestDegree1),currentlevel)+1);
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for(int k=0; k< FirstArrayListlevel.size();k++){
if(FirstArrayListlevel.get(k)==(-1)){
for(int i=0; i< (LargestDegree-1);i++){
SecondArrayListlevel.add(-1);
}
continue;
}
for (int j = 0; j < graph.order(); j++) {
if ((graph.existEdge((FirstArrayListlevel.get(k)),
j))&&(!graph.isVertexMarked(j)))
{ graph.markVertex(j);
SecondArrayListlevel.add(j);
childNum++;}
}
if(childNum==0){
for (int i = 0; i < (LargestDegree-1); i++) {
SecondArrayListlevel.add(-1);
}
}
else if((childNum<(LargestDegree-1))&&(childNum>0)){
for (int i = 0; i < CountChildNum; i++) {
SecondArrayListlevel.add(-1);}
childNum=0;
}
else {childNum=0;}
}
mypos.x=width;
//using this loop to move the vertices in the other level
for (int i = 0; i < SecondArrayListlevel.size() ; i++) {
if(SecondArrayListlevel.get(i)!=(-1))
graph.moveVertex((SecondArrayListlevel.get(i)),mypos);
mypos.x+=width;
//temp = new AnimObject(" width second=:("+width + ") .
\n",AnimObject.TEXT,null,0);
//animationVector.addElement(temp);
}
FirstArrayListlevel.clear();
FirstArrayListlevel.addAll(SecondArrayListlevel);
SecondArrayListlevel.clear();
boolean noChild=true;
for(int i : FirstArrayListlevel){
if (i!=(-1))
noChild=false;
}
if(noChild){FirstArrayListlevel.clear();}
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}//end while
}// end if
// it is not a tree
else{
//to show the graph is not a tree because it is not connected .
if(component>1){
temp = new AnimObject(" This graph is not a tree because it is not
connected, and has " + component + " components" + ".\n",AnimObject.TEXT,null,0);
animationVector.addElement(temp);
}
else{
temp = new AnimObject(" This graph is not a tree
because it has a cycle" + ".\n",AnimObject.TEXT,null,0);
animationVector.addElement(temp);
}
}
/* End your logic here */
temp = new AnimObject("Finished "+getName()+"
Algorithm.\n",AnimObject.TEXT,null,0);
animationVector.addElement(temp);
temp = new
AnimObject("***********************************************************\n",Anim
Object.TEXT,null,0);
animationVector.addElement(temp);
succeeded(true);
}
// check the component
protected void executeComponentSearch(JavaGraph graph, int startVertex) {
int i;
if (!graph.isVertexMarked(startVertex)){
graph.markVertex(startVertex);
}
for (i=0; i < graph.order(); i++) {
if (graph.getEdge(startVertex,i) != null){
if (!graph.isVertexMarked(i)){
graph.markEdge(startVertex, i);
executeComponentSearch(graph, i);
}
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temp = new AnimObject(new Point(startVertex,i), AnimObject.EDGE,
markedColor, 000);
animationVector.addElement(temp);//E. VandenBerg 2002-Jun-21
}
}
}
}
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APPENDIX D:

SOURCE CODE FOR BT-ORDERED-DRAW WITH FIXED SPINE ALGORITHM.
package edu.bsu.cs.algorithm;
import edu.bsu.cs.graph.*;
import edu.bsu.cs.gui.*;
import javax.swing.*;
import java.util.*;
import java.awt.*;
import java.util.List;
public class FixedSpineAlgorithm extends Algorithm {
Vector animationVector;
AnimObject temp;
public FixedSpineAlgorithm() {
succeeded(false);
setType(JeditPanel.TEXTINPUTALGORITHM);
setFromResources();
}
private int unitX, unitY;
private int ALPHA;
private Map<Integer, Integer> subTreeSizes;
private List<Integer>[] tree;
private JavaGraph graph;
private Set<Integer> isLeft;
private Point topPoint;
/**
* calibrates its unit lengths(unitX, unitY) based on the screen size.
* computes ALPHA
* and topmost point for the root.
*
* @param graph
*/
private void init(JavaGraph graph) {
unitX = graph.getVisibleArea().width / (graph.order());
unitY = graph.getVisibleArea().height / (graph.order());
unitX = unitY = Math.min(unitX, unitY);
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ALPHA = unitX;
topPoint = new Point(unitX / 2, unitY / 2);
}
private boolean leftNodeMoreThenOne;
private boolean leftNodeZero;
private boolean notConnected;
private boolean notBinary;
private boolean invalidRoot;
private boolean isCircle;
private List<Integer> circleInfo = new ArrayList<>();
private List<Integer> invalidRootInfo = new ArrayList<>();
private List<Integer> notBinaryInfo = new ArrayList<>();
private List<Integer> notConnectedInfo = new ArrayList<>();
private List<Integer> leftNodeZeroInfo = new ArrayList<>();
private List<Integer> leftNodeMoreThenOneInfo = new ArrayList<>();
private boolean wasError() {
return leftNodeMoreThenOne || leftNodeZero || notConnected || notBinary || invalidRoot ||
isCircle;
}
/**
* Based on the graph stores the tree in the better structure List<Integer>[] tree.
*
* @param currentNode current node
* @param parent
its parent (so we don't traverse back)
* @return true if its binary tree and left nodes were given correctly
*/
private int dfs(int currentNode, int parent) {
int numOfNodes = 1;
graph.markVertex(currentNode);
int numOfLeftNodes = 0;
//traverse through neighbours
for (int i = 0; i < graph.order(); i++)
if (graph.getEdge(currentNode, i) != null)
if (graph.isVertexMarked(i)) {
if (i != parent) {
isCircle = true;
}
} else {
if (isLeft.contains(i)) numOfLeftNodes++;
tree[currentNode].add(i);
numOfNodes += dfs(i, currentNode);
}
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if (tree[currentNode].size() > 2) {
notBinary = true;
notBinaryInfo.add(currentNode);
}
if (tree[currentNode].size() == 2 && numOfLeftNodes == 0) {
leftNodeZero = true;
leftNodeZeroInfo.add(currentNode);
}
if (tree[currentNode].size() == 2 && numOfLeftNodes == 2) {
leftNodeMoreThenOne = true;
leftNodeMoreThenOneInfo.add(currentNode);
}
return numOfNodes;
}
private String toStringErrorInfo(List<Integer> errorInfo) {
StringBuilder sb = new StringBuilder();
for (Integer i : errorInfo) sb.append(i + " ");
return sb.toString();
}
/**
* tests that graph is tree and constructs better representation of it.
*
* @param root
* @return true if its binary tree
*/
public boolean testTree(int root) {
graph.unmarkAllVertices();
leftNodeMoreThenOne = false;
leftNodeZero = false;
notConnected = false;
notBinary = false;
invalidRoot = false;
isCircle = false;
if (root < 0 || root >= graph.order()) {
invalidRoot = true;
return false;
}
//number of nodes we found should be graph.order() or graph is dissconected
boolean isGood = dfs(root, -1) == graph.order();
if (!isGood)
notConnected = true;
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return !wasError();
}
/**
* computes sizes of the subtrees for each node, using dynamic programming. This is used for
finding the spine.
*
* @param currentNode node
* @return size of the subtree
*/
private int computeSubTreeSizes(int currentNode) {
int curSubTreeSize = 1;
for (Integer next : tree[currentNode])
curSubTreeSize += computeSubTreeSizes(next);
subTreeSizes.put(currentNode, curSubTreeSize);
return curSubTreeSize;
}
/**
* finds spine beginning from the currentNode and stores it in the spine list.
*
* @param currentNode
* @param spine
*/
private void findSpine(int currentNode, List<Integer> spine) {
spine.add(currentNode);
int biggestSize = -1, biggestNode = -1;
for (int i = tree[currentNode].size() - 1; i >= 0; i--) {
int candidateSize = subTreeSizes.get(tree[currentNode].get(i));
if (candidateSize > biggestSize) {
biggestSize = candidateSize;
biggestNode = tree[currentNode].get(i);
}
}
if (biggestSize != -1) findSpine(biggestNode, spine);
}
/**
* @param subTreeNodes
* @return smallest height of the rectangle, which can contain all the vertexes in the
subTreeNodes.
*/
private int getHeight(List<Integer> subTreeNodes) {
int height = 0;
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int mnHeight = Integer.MAX_VALUE;
for (Integer node : subTreeNodes) {
height = Math.max(height, (int) graph.getVertexCoord(node).getY());
mnHeight = Math.min(mnHeight, (int) graph.getVertexCoord(node).getY());
}
if (mnHeight == Integer.MAX_VALUE) return 0;
else return height - mnHeight;
}
/**
* @param subTreeNodes
* @return smallest width of the rectangle, which can contain all the vertexes in the
subTreeNodes.
*/
private int getWidth(List<Integer> subTreeNodes) {
int width = 0;
int mnWidth = Integer.MAX_VALUE;
for (Integer node : subTreeNodes) {
width = Math.max(width, (int) graph.getVertexCoord(node).getX());
mnWidth = Math.min(mnWidth, (int) graph.getVertexCoord(node).getX());
}
if (mnWidth == Integer.MAX_VALUE) return 0;
else return width - mnWidth;
}
/**
* shifts each node in the subTreeNodes by xShift and yShift
*
* @param subTreeNodes
* @param xShift
* @param yShift
*/
private void shift(List<Integer> subTreeNodes, int xShift, int yShift) {
for (Integer node : subTreeNodes) {
Point p = graph.getVertexCoord(node);
p = new Point((int) p.getX() + xShift, (int) p.getY() + yShift);
graph.moveVertex(node, p);
}
}
/**
* @param node
* @return left node of the node, if it does not have the left node then -1
*/
private int getLeft(int node) {
if (tree[node].size() > 0)
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if (isLeft.contains(tree[node].get(0))) return tree[node].get(0);
if (tree[node].size() > 1)
if (isLeft.contains(tree[node].get(1))) return tree[node].get(1);
return -1;
}
/**
* @param node
* @return right node of the node, if it does not have the right node then -1
*/
private int getRight(int node) {
if (tree[node].size() > 0)
if (!isLeft.contains(tree[node].get(0))) return tree[node].get(0);
if (tree[node].size() > 1)
if (!isLeft.contains(tree[node].get(1))) return tree[node].get(1);
return -1;
}
/**
* @param node
* @param son
* @return if son was left node returns the right node, if son was right node returns the left
node
*/
private int getOther(int node, int son) {
for (Integer next : tree[node])
if (next != son) return next;
return -1;
}
/**
* Implementation of the fixed spine algorithm case 1.
*
* @param spine
* @param subTreeNodes
* @param alpha
*/
private void fixedSpineCase1(List<Integer> spine, List<Integer> subTreeNodes, int alpha) {
int v0 = spine.get(0);
int v1 = spine.get(1);
if (v1 != getLeft(v0)) throw new RuntimeException();
int s = getOther(v0, v1);
if (s != getRight(v0)) throw new RuntimeException();
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List<Integer> R = drawFixedSpine(s, unitY);
subTreeNodes.addAll(R);
shift(R, unitX, alpha);
int height = getHeight(R);

List<Integer> L = drawFixedSpine(v1, unitY);
shift(L, 0, height + unitY);
subTreeNodes.addAll(L);
}
/**
* reverses children of each vertex in the subtree of the node
*
* @param node
*/
private void reverseSubTree(int node) {
if (node == -1) return;
Collections.reverse(tree[node]);
for (int neighbour : tree[node]) {
reverseSubTree(neighbour);
if (isLeft.contains(neighbour)) isLeft.remove(neighbour);
else isLeft.add(neighbour);
}
}
/**
* reflects drawing of the nodes in the list. right to left.
*
* @param nodes
*/
private void reflectDrawing(List<Integer> nodes) {
int width = getWidth(nodes);// to find the width
for (int node : nodes) {
Point currentPoint = graph.getVertexCoord(node);
currentPoint = new Point(width - (int) currentPoint.getX(), (int) currentPoint.getY());
// to move the vertices to the new positions
graph.moveVertex(node, currentPoint);
}
}
/**
* implementation of the fixed spine algorithm case 2.
*
* @param spine
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* @param subTreeNodes
* @param alpha
*/
private void fixedSpineCase2(List<Integer> spine, List<Integer> subTreeNodes, int alpha) {
if (getRight(spine.get(0)) != spine.get(1)) throw new RuntimeException();
int k;
for (k = 1; k + 1 < spine.size(); k++)
if (getLeft(spine.get(k)) != spine.get(k + 1) && getLeft(spine.get(k)) != -1) break;
System.out.println("spine is: ");
for (int i : spine) System.out.println(i + " ");
System.out.println("\nk is = " + k);
int addX = unitX, addY = alpha;
int w = 0;
for (int i = 1; i < k; i++) {
graph.moveVertex(spine.get(i), new Point(addX + (int) topPoint.getX(), addY + (int)
topPoint.getY()));
subTreeNodes.add(spine.get(i));// to store the spint in a list
int s = getRight(spine.get(i));
List<Integer> nodesInside = drawFixedSpine(s, unitY);
subTreeNodes.addAll(nodesInside);
int currentWidth = getWidth(nodesInside);
// to find the maximum width
w = Math.max(w, currentWidth);
int currentHeight = getHeight(nodesInside);
shift(nodesInside, addX + unitX, addY + unitY);
addY += currentHeight + unitY;
}
List<Integer> L = drawFixedSpine(getLeft(spine.get(0)), unitY);
subTreeNodes.addAll(L);
shift(L, 0, addY + unitY);
List<Integer> A = Collections.EMPTY_LIST;
graph.moveVertex(spine.get(k), new Point(addX + (int) topPoint.getX(), addY + (int)
topPoint.getY()));
subTreeNodes.add(spine.get(k));
addY += unitY;// to continue adding unitx together
A = drawFixedSpine(getLeft(spine.get(k)), unitY);
shift(A, addX, addY);
subTreeNodes.addAll(A);
w += unitX * 3;
// to find beta as in the algorithm
int beta = getHeight(A) + getHeight(L) + 2 * unitY;
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// System.out.println(beta);
int vk1 = getRight(spine.get(k));
reverseSubTree(vk1);
List<Integer> B = drawFixedSpine(vk1, beta);
// to flip right- to-left
reverseSubTree(vk1);
reflectDrawing(B);
w = Math.max(getWidth(B), w);
shift(B, w, addY);
subTreeNodes.addAll(B);
}
/**
* starting point of the fixed spine algorithm.
*
* @param root vertex
* @param alpha algorithm parameter
* @return list of the vertexes in the tree
*/
private List<Integer> drawFixedSpine(int root, int alpha) {
if (root == -1) return Collections.EMPTY_LIST;
graph.moveVertex(root, topPoint);
List<Integer> subtreeNodes = new ArrayList<>();
subtreeNodes.add(root);
List<Integer> spine = new ArrayList<>();
findSpine(root, spine);
if (spine.size() == 1) {
// System.out.println("case 0: " + root);
graph.moveVertex(spine.get(0), topPoint);
} else if (isLeft.contains(spine.get(1))) {
//System.out.println("case 1: " + root);
fixedSpineCase1(spine, subtreeNodes, alpha);
} else {
// System.out.println("case 2: " + root);
fixedSpineCase2(spine, subtreeNodes, alpha);
}
return subtreeNodes;
}
/**
* tests the tree and executes the algorithm
*
* @param root
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* @param graph
* @param isLeft
* @return
*/
private boolean fixedSpineAlgo(int root, JavaGraph graph, Set<Integer> isLeft) {
this.graph = graph;
this.tree = new List[graph.order()];
this.isLeft = isLeft;
this.subTreeSizes = new HashMap<>();
init(graph);
graph.unmarkAllVertices();
for (int i = 0; i < tree.length; i++) tree[i] = new ArrayList<>();
if (!testTree(root)) return false;
computeSubTreeSizes(root);
graph.unmarkAllVertices();
drawFixedSpine(root, ALPHA);

return true;
}
private int root;
public void setRoot(int root) {
this.root = root;
}
public void callOwnConstructor(JavaGraph graph, Vector inputs, Vector animation) {
// Gets the values entered for the text input.
Vector inputVector = Algorithm.parseTextInput(graph, inputs, animation);
animationVector = animation;
temp = new
AnimObject("***********************************************************\n",
AnimObject.TEXT, null, 0);
animationVector.addElement(temp);
temp = new AnimObject("Starting " + getName() + " Algorithm.\n", AnimObject.TEXT,
null, 0);
animationVector.addElement(temp);
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/* Start your logic here */
Set<Integer> isLeft = new HashSet<>();
boolean res;
// if vector is empty then its a problem
// put each left node in the isLeft set.
for (int i = 0; i < inputVector.size(); i++)
isLeft.add(new Integer(inputVector.elementAt(i).toString()));
// to check if the graph is valid to draw
res = fixedSpineAlgo(root, graph, isLeft);

if (res) {
temp = new AnimObject("Finished " + getName() + " Algorithm.\n", AnimObject.TEXT,
null, 0);
animationVector.addElement(temp);
temp = new
AnimObject("***********************************************************\n",
AnimObject.TEXT, null, 0);
animationVector.addElement(temp);
} else {// to print error messages
temp = new AnimObject("Finished " + getName() + " Algorithm.\n ",
AnimObject.TEXT, null, 0);
animationVector.addElement(temp);
String msg;
if (notConnected) msg = "Graph is not a binary tree, it is not connected";
else if (isCircle) msg = "Graph is not a binary tree, it has a cycle";
else if (notBinary)
msg = "This graph is not the binary tree, node " + toStringErrorInfo(notBinaryInfo) + "
has more then 2 children";
else if (invalidRoot) msg = "Root " + root + " is invalid";
else if (leftNodeZero)
msg = "You skipped the left child for parent(s) " +
toStringErrorInfo(leftNodeZeroInfo) + ".";
else
msg = "You skipped the left child for parent(s) " +
toStringErrorInfo(leftNodeMoreThenOneInfo) + ".";

JOptionPane.showMessageDialog(null,
msg, "Error",
JOptionPane.ERROR_MESSAGE);
// to print msg
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temp = new AnimObject(msg + "\n", AnimObject.TEXT, null, 0);
animationVector.addElement(temp);
/* End your logic here */
temp = new
AnimObject("***********************************************************\n",
AnimObject.TEXT, null, 0);
animationVector.addElement(temp);
}
succeeded(true);
}
}
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APPENDIX E:
THE SOURCE CODE FOR PLANARITY ALGORITHM:
package edu.bsu.cs.algorithm;
import edu.bsu.cs.gui.*;
import edu.bsu.cs.graph.*;
import java.awt.*;
import java.util.Vector;
public class PlanarityDrawingNewAlgo extends CanonicalOrdering {
Vector<AnimObject> animationVector;
AnimObject temp;
int GridX0, GridY0;
Vector<Vector<Integer>> U = new Vector<Vector<Integer>>();
Region canonicOrdering = new Region();
int unitX, unitY;
public PlanarityDrawingNewAlgo() {
thatPlanarityDrawingNewAlgo();
}
protected void thatPlanarityDrawingNewAlgo() {
succeeded(false);
setType(JeditPanel.AUTOMATICALGORITHM);
setFromResources();
}
public PlanarityDrawingNewAlgo(JavaGraph jGraph, Vector inputs, Vector animation) {
PlanarityDrawingNewAlgo(jGraph, inputs, animation);
}
public void callOwnConstructor(JavaGraph jGraph, Vector inputs, Vector animation) {
jGraph.unmarkAllVertices();
jGraph.unmarkAllEdges();
PlanarityDrawingNewAlgo(jGraph, inputs, animation);
}
// theis method put the canonical ordering elements in a vector.
private void CreateCanonical() {
for (int i = 0; i < canonicOrdering.numberOfElements(); i++) {
Vector<Integer> Gk = new Vector<Integer>(1);
Gk.addElement(new Integer(canonicOrdering.elementIn(i)));
U.addElement(new Vector<Integer>(Gk));
}
}
/**
* Returns the element of U which contains <bold>vertex </bold>
*/
@SuppressWarnings("unchecked")
private Region getUOf(int vertex) {
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int k = 0, i;
Vector Gk = new Vector();
Region result = new Region();
boolean found = false;
while ((k < U.size()) && (!found)) {
Gk = new Vector((Vector) U.elementAt(k));
found = (((Integer) Gk.firstElement()).intValue()) == vertex;
if (!found) k++;
}
if (!found) {
}
else
for (i = 0; i < Gk.size(); i++)
result.addVertex(((Integer) Gk.elementAt(i)).intValue());
return result;
}
/**
* Returns the index of U which contains <bold>vertex</bold>
*/
@SuppressWarnings("unchecked")
private int getUIndexOf(int vertex) {
int k = 0;
Vector Gk = new Vector();
boolean found = false;
while ((k < U.size()) && (!found)) {
Gk = new Vector((Vector) U.elementAt(k));
found = (((Integer) Gk.firstElement()).intValue()) == vertex;
if (!found) k++;
}
if (!found) {
k = -1;
}
return k;
}
/**
* Performs the shift operation moving the coordinates of the vertices to the new positions
*/
private void shift(JavaGraph jGraph, int Wq) {
int i, Gk;
Point pos = new Point();
Region a = new Region(getUOf(Wq));
for (i = 0; i < a.numberOfElements(); i++) {
Gk = a.elementIn(i);
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pos = jGraph.getVertexCoord(Gk);
pos.x += unitX;
jGraph.moveVertex(Gk, pos);
}
}
/**
* Returns a region with all the vertices added to the vertex with index
* <bold>vertexIndex</bold>
*/
private Region verticesAddedTo(JavaGraph jGraph, int vertexIndex) {
Region result = new Region();
int i = 0, vertexNumber = canonicOrdering.elementIn(vertexIndex);
for (i = vertexIndex - 1; i >= 0; i--)
if (existEdge(jGraph, canonicOrdering.elementIn(i), vertexNumber))
result.addVertex(canonicOrdering.elementIn(i));
return result;
}
/**
* Removes the dummy edges added by Maximal Planar .
*/
private void removeDummyEdges(JavaGraph jGraph) {
int first, second, firstVertexBeforeDummyEdge, SecondVertexBeforeDummyEdge, i;
for (i = 0; i < firstVertexEdge.size(); i++) {
first = ((Integer) firstVertexEdge.elementAt(i)).intValue();
second = ((Integer) secondVertexEdge.elementAt(i)).intValue();
// if there is an edge between two vertices then remove this edge
if (existEdge(jGraph, first, second))
if (first > second)
jGraph.removeEdge(first, second);
else
jGraph.removeEdge(second, first);
}
for (i = 0; i < firstVertexEdgeBD.size(); i++) {
firstVertexBeforeDummyEdge = ((Integer) firstVertexEdgeBD.elementAt(i)).intValue();
SecondVertexBeforeDummyEdge = ((Integer)
secondVertexEdgeBD.elementAt(i)).intValue();
// if the is an edge between two vertices before adding the dummy edges
then remove this edge.
if (existEdge(jGraph, firstVertexBeforeDummyEdge,
SecondVertexBeforeDummyEdge)) {
//remove edge of (v1, v2 ) or (v2, v1)
jGraph.removeEdge(firstVertexBeforeDummyEdge,
SecondVertexBeforeDummyEdge);
jGraph.removeEdge(SecondVertexBeforeDummyEdge,
firstVertexBeforeDummyEdge);
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}
}
}
/**
* entry point of the algorithm
*/
@SuppressWarnings("unchecked")
protected void PlanarityDrawingNewAlgo(JavaGraph jGraph, Vector inputs, Vector
animation) {
String op;
JavaGraph oldGraph;
JavaGraph newGraph;
JavaGraph Gk;
JavaGraph auxWithNoBlocks = new JavaGraph(jGraph);
temp = new
AnimObject("***********************************************************\n",
AnimObject.TEXT, null, 0);
animation.addElement(temp);
temp = new AnimObject("Starting " + getName() + " Algorithm.\n", AnimObject.TEXT,
null, 0);
animation.addElement(temp);
// calculate unit x, and unit y which represent x and y coordinates.
unitX = jGraph.getVisibleArea().width / (jGraph.order()*2);
unitY = jGraph.getVisibleArea().height / (jGraph.order()*2);
//unitX = jGraph.getVisibleArea().width / (jGraph.order());
//unitY = jGraph.getVisibleArea().height / (jGraph.order());
if (unitX < unitY) unitY = unitX;
else unitX = unitY;
oldGraph = new JavaGraph(auxWithNoBlocks);
Gk = new JavaGraph(executeBlocksMerger(oldGraph));
addTheSameEdges(auxWithNoBlocks, Gk);
oldGraph = new JavaGraph(auxWithNoBlocks);
newGraph = new JavaGraph(auxWithNoBlocks);
int check = theoremCheck(jGraph);
// if the graph has more than three vertices then we need to add new edges.
if (jGraph.order() > 3) {
if (check == 0)
if (executePlanarity(newGraph)) {
updateListRegionsForMaximal(new Vector(listRegions));
addDummyEdges(newGraph);
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listRegions = new Vector(regionsAfterDummyEdgesAdded());
// to update the canonical order list.
updateListRegionCanonical(new Vector(listRegions));
canonicOrdering = new Region(findTheCanonical(newGraph));
drawPlanar(newGraph);
op = "PlanarityDrawingNewAlgo is finished";
removeDummyEdges(newGraph);
for (int k = 0; k < canonicOrdering.numberOfElements(); k++) {
// temp = new AnimObject(new Integer(k), AnimObject.VERTEX, Color.red,00);
temp = new AnimObject(new Integer(k),
AnimObject.VERTEX, JeditFrame.DEFAULT_VERTEX_COLOR, 0);
temp.previousVertexPosition(new Point(oldGraph.getVertexCoord(k)));
Point lastPos = new Point(newGraph.getVertexCoord(k));
temp.newVertexPosition(lastPos);
temp.setGridX0Y0(GridX0, GridY0);
animation.addElement(temp);
}
} else
op = "This graph is not planar because it has crossing edge(s).\n";
else if (check == 1) {
updateListRegionsForMaximal(new Vector(listRegions));
addDummyEdges(jGraph);
if (jGraph.order() == 4)
generateRegionsForOrderFour();
else
listRegions = new Vector(regionsAfterDummyEdgesAdded());
updateListRegionCanonical(new Vector(listRegions));
canonicOrdering = new Region(findTheCanonical(jGraph));
drawPlanar(jGraph);
op = "PlanarityDrawingNewAlgo is finished\n";
removeDummyEdges(jGraph);
} else {
op = "This graph is not planar it has a crossing edge(s).\n";
JavaGraph auxGraph = new JavaGraph(jGraph);
auxGraph.markAllVertices();
auxGraph.markAllEdges();
showGraph(jGraph, auxGraph, new Color(255, 255, 255));
}
} else op = "PlanarityDrawingNewAlgo is finished.\n";
succeeded(true);
animation.addElement(new AnimObject(op, AnimObject.TEXT, null, 0));
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temp = new AnimObject("\nFinished " + getName() + " Algorithm.\n", AnimObject.TEXT,
null, 0);
animation.addElement(temp);
temp = new
AnimObject("***********************************************************\n",
AnimObject.TEXT, null, 0);
animation.addElement(temp);
}
private void showGraph(JavaGraph jGraph, JavaGraph auxGraph, Color fragColor) {
for (int i = auxGraph.order() - 1; i >= 0; i--)
if (auxGraph.isVertexMarked(i))
jGraph.setVertexColor(i, fragColor);
for (int k = auxGraph.order() - 1; k >= 0; k--)
for (int j = auxGraph.order() - 1; j >= 0; j--)
if (j != k)
if (existEdge(auxGraph, j, k))
if (isMarked(auxGraph, j, k))
jGraph.setEdgeColor(j, k, fragColor);
}
/**
* param a
* @param k
* @return true if a contains k
*/
private boolean isElement(Vector a, int k) {
boolean found = false;
for(int i = 0; i < a.size() && !found; i++) {
found = ((Integer) a.elementAt(i)).intValue() == k;
if (!found) i++;
}
return found;
}

/**
* adds elemAttached elements in U
* @param elemAttached
* @param Wp
* @param Wq
* @param Uindex
* @param withRecursion
*/
@SuppressWarnings("unchecked")
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private void addNewU(Region elemAttached, int Wp, int Wq, int Uindex, boolean
withRecursion) {
Vector myaux;
myaux = (Vector) U.elementAt(Uindex);
for (int i = 0; i < elemAttached.numberOfElements(); i++)
if (elemAttached.elementIn(i) != Wp && !isElement(myaux,
elemAttached.elementIn(i)))
if (!withRecursion)
((Vector) U.elementAt(Uindex)).insertElementAt(new
Integer(elemAttached.elementIn(i)), myaux.size());
else {
Region aux2 = new Region(getUOf(elemAttached.elementIn(i)));
addNewU(aux2, -1, -1, Uindex, false);
}
}
/**
* returns vp connected to vn
* @param jGraph
* @param exterior
* @param Vn
* @return
*/
private int getWp(JavaGraph jGraph, Region exterior, int Vn) {
boolean found = false;
int i;
for(i = 0; i < exterior.numberOfElements() && !found; i+=found?0:1)
found = existEdge(jGraph, exterior.elementIn(i), Vn);

if (found) return exterior.elementIn(i);
else
return -1;
}

/**
* returns wq connected to vn
* @param jGraph
* @param exterior
* @param Vn
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* @return
*/
private int getWq(JavaGraph jGraph, Region exterior, int Vn) {
boolean found = false;
int i;
for(i = exterior.numberOfElements() - 1;i >= 0 && !found; i-=found?0:1)
found = existEdge(jGraph, exterior.elementIn(i), Vn);

if (found) return exterior.elementIn(i);
else
return -1;
}
/**
* add region
* @param jGraph
* @param ext
* @param Vn
* @to return the Gk which has a new eternal region
*/
private Region addRegion(JavaGraph jGraph, Region ext, int Vn) {
Region Gk = new Region();
int Wp = -1, Wq = -1;

for (int i = 0; i < ext.numberOfElements(); i++)
if (Wp == -1) {
if (existEdge(jGraph, ext.elementIn(i), Vn))
Wp = ext.elementIn(i);
Gk.addVertex(ext.elementIn(i));
if (Wp != -1) Gk.addVertex(Vn);
} else if (Wq == -1) {
if (existEdge(jGraph, ext.elementIn(i), Vn)) {
Wq = ext.elementIn(i);
Gk.addVertex(Wq);
}
} else
Gk.addVertex(ext.elementIn(i));
return Gk;
}
/**
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* draws planar graph
* @param jGraph
*/
@SuppressWarnings("unchecked")
private void drawPlanar(JavaGraph jGraph) {
Point v1 = new Point(), v2 = new Point(), v3 = new Point();
Point posVn = new Point(), posWp = new Point(), posWq = new Point();
Region adjacentVertices;
Region externalFace = new Region();
int Wp, Wq, Vn, VnIndex = 3;
Vector<Integer> Gk;
CreateCanonical();
// to initialize vertex1,vertex2, and vertex3.
externalFace.addVertex(canonicOrdering.elementIn(0));
externalFace.addVertex(canonicOrdering.elementIn(2));
externalFace.addVertex(canonicOrdering.elementIn(1));
v1.x = 0;// to initialize the x-coordinate of vertex1
v1.y = 0;// to initialize the y-coordinate of vertex1
v2.x = 2 * unitX; //to initialize the x-coordinate of vertex2
v2.y = 0;//to initialize the y-coordinate of vertex2
v3.x = unitX;//to initialize the x-coordinate of vertex3
//to initialize the x-coordinate of vertex3
v3.y = unitY;
// start moving the vertices with the canonical ordering.
jGraph.moveVertex(canonicOrdering.elementIn(0), v1);
jGraph.moveVertex(canonicOrdering.elementIn(1), v2);
jGraph.moveVertex(canonicOrdering.elementIn(2), v3);
Gk = (Vector) U.elementAt(getUIndexOf(canonicOrdering.elementIn(2)));
// to insert the vertices to the Gk.
Gk.insertElementAt(new Integer(canonicOrdering.elementIn(1)), Gk.size());
while (VnIndex < canonicOrdering.numberOfElements()) {
// to find the index of vn of the vertices in the canonical ordering.
Vn = canonicOrdering.elementIn(VnIndex);
adjacentVertices = new Region(verticesAddedTo(jGraph, VnIndex));
// to get the wq of the external face.
Wp = getWp(jGraph, externalFace, Vn);
Wq = getWq(jGraph, externalFace, Vn);
externalFace = addRegion(jGraph, externalFace, Vn);
addNewU(adjacentVertices, Wp, Wq, getUIndexOf(Vn), true);
shift(jGraph, Wq);// to shift the graph and the wq of the vertices.
posWp = jGraph.getVertexCoord(Wp);
// to get the x and y coordinates of vertex wq.
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posWq = jGraph.getVertexCoord(Wq);
posVn.x = posWp.x + unitX;
posVn.y = posWq.x - posVn.x + posWq.y;

jGraph.moveVertex(Vn, posVn);// to move the vertex vn to the new position of Vn.
jGraph.moveVertex(Wq, posWq);
VnIndex++;// incrase the index of vn.
}
// transformCoordinatesPlane(jGraph);
Point forGrid;
forGrid = jGraph.getVertexCoord(canonicOrdering.elementIn(0));
GridX0 = forGrid.x; GridY0 = forGrid.y;
jGraph.unmarkAllVertices();
}

}
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